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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION AND RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
1.1 Market Overview
Growing power needs and knowledge of eventual fossil fuel shortages along with growing
evidence of global warming have created an ever increasing need for clean renewable energy
sources. Among these energy sources are wind, nuclear, hydroelectric, biomass, geothermal,
solar thermal and photovoltaics (PV). Hydroelectric, wind and geothermal energy sources
have been adopted into the grid but are limited to regions where these resources are avail-
able. Nuclear energy has been developed for many years, however, it has not become a
dominant source of power in the U.S. most likely because of fears of disaster similar to
those at Chernobyl, three mile island and also most recently in Tokyo, Japan. Another
factor is the lack of a good way to dispose of radioactive waste. Biomass is also an attrac-
tive energy source, however, more work needs to be done to harvest this source in more
efficient ways that do not diminish the food supply. Solar energy does not face the drawback
of limited availability like fossil fuels nor does it face the challenge of regional availability
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Figure 1.1: US energy consumption, history and forecast. Data taken from EIA [1].
renewable energy sources, in 2010 over 80% of power in the U.S. was generated by oil, coal
or natural gas while renewables generated only about 8% [1]. Our power needs have been
1
steadily increasing over the last thirty years and this trend is not likely to stop any time
soon. To meet this growing need, renewable energy sources must be developed to become
more economical and widely available if they are going to contribute more than the meager
8% they provided in 2010.
The spectrum of renewable energy sources consumed in 2010 along with non-renewable
sources is shown in figure 1.2. Even though the sun is truly the only unlimited resource
Figure 1.2: breakdown of US renewable energy by source,from EIA [2].
that we have, solar energy only comprised about 1% of all renewable energy sources in
2010 and PV has even less than that. The cost of Photovoltaic energy is currently too
high for widespread adoption and power companies often make it difficult to transition to
photovoltaics through lobbying at state legislature levels. However, the cost of photovoltaic
cells and modules (shown in figure 1.3) has been decreasing overall in the last decade due to
innovation, economy of scale, competition and subsidies. While solar energy only makes up
a small portion of our energy supply, PV has been growing radipdly in recent years despite
the recession. Data from the United States Energy Information Administration (EIA) in
figure 1.4 show that the amount of solar energy consumed increased 67% from 65,421 billion
Btu in 2000 to 109,404 billion Btu in 2010. The potential for photovoltaics is huge and it
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Figure 1.4: Solar energy consumption by year since 2000. Data from EIA [4].
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Standard industrial monocrystalline silicon solar cells with homogeneous emitters are
created from silicon wafers in 6 steps. First, p-type wafers are textured in a heated solution
containing potassium hydroxide and isopropyl alcohol. This solution preferentially etches
the <100> crystal plane at a much faster rate than the <111> plane. After this process,
the surface of the wafer is covered with pyramids with the faces of the pyramids being the
<111> plane. This surface is much less reflective than a planar surface since the reflected
light off of one pyramid can be collected in an adjacent pyramid. This process is one of
the major reasons that <100> silicon is used for solar cells over other crystal orientations.
Following texturing, wafers are cleaned and put into a tube furnace heated between 800 and
900 ◦C. Then nitrogen gas is flown through a POCl3 bubbler into the tube along with oxygen
to form a n+ layer on the surface of the wafers and a phosphorus rich glass above that. After
the phosphorus glass is removed, the wafers are coated with a hydrogenated silicon nitride
film about 780 nm thick to reduce reflection and passivate the surface. Metalization is
achieved through screen printing silver paste on the front of the wafer in a grid pattern
and aluminum paste on the rear side of the wafer . Finally, the wafers are fired in a belt
furnace at temperatures between 700 and 900 ◦C. During firing three main things happen:
first, glass frit in the silver paste etches through the silicon nitride and contact is formed
between the silver paste and the substrate. Secondly, a eutectic is formed between Al and Si
which results in an aluminum doped p+ layer beneath the aluminum contact after cooling.
Finally, hydrogen in the silicon nitride film diffuses into the wafer and can passivate defects
which can increase the carrier lifetime especially in multicrystalline materials. This process
very similar to the manufacture of most silicon solar cells today and the motivation of this
research is to build and improve upon this process so high efficiency cells can be produced
at low cost. A schematic diagram of this process flow can is shown in figure 1.5.
1.2 Motivation for this work
The motivation of this research is to further reduce the cost of photovoltaic energy from
crystalline silicon solar cells in order to become more competitive with energy from tradi-
tional energy sources. One way to reduce the cost of photovoltaic energy is to increase the
4











Figure 1.5: Process flow for a ”baseline” solar cell
cell and module efficiency without increasing the cost of manufacturing or input materials.
This is a challenging task, many technologies exist which can increase solar cell efficiency
but they often require more manufacturing steps or equipment which can result in a net
increase in $/Watt compared to a standard industrial type crystalline silicon solar cell.
This research focuses on increasing solar cell efficiency through the use of a selective
emitter created by laser doping, which has the advantage of only adding one processing
step compared with the standard industrial process. In addition, laser processing has a
low cost of ownership since the only costs are the initial purchase of the laser system, it’s
maintenance and the electricity that it consumes. Laser doping has been a hot research topic
recently in photovoltaics, but most of the work has focused on laser doping with a green
laser, not much work has been done with a UV laser. UV light has a shorter wavelength
than green light and is absorbed more strongly than green light. Therefore, the resulting
doping profiles from UV laser doping will be more shallow and have a lower total laser
doped volume. Such shallower profile could minimize the amount of auger recombination
in the laser doped region and be advantageous over a green laser for screen printed contacts
5
where a deeper emitter is not necessary.
1.3 Research Objectives
The ultimate goal of this research is to lower the cost of electricity generated from crystalline
silicon solar cells through raising the solar cell efficiency by means of a ultraviolet laser doped
selective emitter. The selective emitter device design (figure 1.6) allows for the diffusion
profile beneath the silver grid lines to be optimized for low-ohmic contacts while the diffusion
profile between the grid lines is optimized to minimize recombination which results in higher
short circuit current (Jsc) and open circuit voltage (Voc). Laser doping is a single step in
Figure 1.6: Device structure of a selective emitter solar cell
addition to the standard manufacturing process and the objective of this research is to show
that it can increase the absolute solar cell efficiency by 0.5% to 19%. This combination
provides a great cost to benefit ratio and could lower the $/Watt cost of energy from
crystalline silicon solar cells. This work is divided into 5 tasks. In the first task, the benefit
of a selective emitter device over a homogeneous emitter device is demonstrated through 2D
device modeling in the finite element analysis semiconductor simulation software, Sentaurus
Device. The second task focuses on exploration and optimization of laser and dopant
parameters to minimize defects created through thermal cycling and for low resistance
contacts. The third task combines tasks 1 and 2 to manufacture of the first commercial
size high efficiency crystalline silicon solar cells with a UV laser doped selective emitter.
The fourth task explores the use of an emitter etch-back to further increase solar cell
performance. Finally, the fifth task focuses on the optimization of a high efficiency solar
cell device architecture called the interdigitated back contact solar cell, again through 2D
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and 3D modeling in Sentaurus Device.
1.3.1 Task 1: Demonstrate the benefit of selective emitter through 2D mod-
eling
In crystalline silicon solar cell device design there is a trade-off that must be considered
when choosing an emitter doping level. Lowering the doping concentration can decrease
the depth of the dead layer that is at the surface of the cell caused by auger recombination
and increase the Jsc and Voc, however this also increases the contact resistance and lowers
the fill factor (FF). While increasing the doping has the opposite effect of increasing the FF
and reducing the Jsc and Voc. Therefore, in widely used homogeneous emitter solar cells a
compromise must be made to enable decent contacts while trying to minimize recombina-
tion in the emitter. The selective emitter solar cell does not suffer from this trade-off. In
this device design the doping profile beneath the front contact is different from the doping
profile between the front contacts. This device architecture is explored in this task using
a semiconductor simulation software called Sentaurus Device which uses the finite element
method to solve the semiconductor equations for a user input device design, grid and il-
lumination/generation profile in each element of the grid to accurately model a unit cell
of a solar cell. In this software surface, Auger and Schockley-Read-Hall recombination are
accounted for as well as band gap narrowing via the Schenk model derived from quantum
mechanical principles to accurately model the device using Fermi statistics. Through this
highly accurate modeling software, this task shows quantitatatively the potential benefit
that a selective emitter solar cell has over a homogeneous emitter solar cell.
1.3.2 Task 2: Understanding and Optimizing of the laser doping process
This task involves investigating the parameters that influence ultraviolet laser doping in
silicon. Parameters explored include laser power,repetition rate scan speed and dopant
source on textured silicon wafers. Laser doping in silicon is not new, however in recent years
it has been researched as a possible method to increase solar cell efficiency. Most work to
date has been primarily done using a green laser. In this task the use of an ultraviolet laser
for doping is optimized. We find the UV laser is not well suited for incorporating spun on
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dopant sources into the wafer, it is however efficient at driving in dopants in Phosphorus
glass left over from POCL3 diffusion. As the laser repeatedly heats the silicon, defects
are introduced which can be detected through a chemical defect etch and also through
the response of the solar cell in highly defective regions. In this task process conditions
are investigated to minimize defects by preventing the silicon from being heated to its
melting point. Dopant profiles resulting from this process are explored to determine the
effect of the laser parameters on the laser doped profiles. Choosing the correct profile
can minimize the contact resistance and maximize the solar cell fill factor and efficiency.
When the silicon is not melted completely the surface concentration is higher then samples
where the silicon is melted completely, therefore complete melting of the silicon should be
avoided. In addition to minimizing defects and having a preferable doping profile, use of low
pulse powers to prevent melting of silicon leaves the pyramidal texture intact and do not
diminish the reflectance of the wafer in the laser doped regions unlike higher pulse powers
which remove the pyramidal texture. This task establishes appropriate laser parameters to
create laser doped regions that have minimal defects, high doping levels and good reflectance
characteristics.
1.3.3 Task 3: Manufacture of high efficiency solar cells with selective emitters
by ultraviolet laser doping
The results of tasks 1 and 3 are combined in this task for the realization of high efficiency
crystalline silicon solar cells with a UV laser doped selective emitter (LDSE). High perfor-
mance emitters with low surface concentration are developed that can exhibit low resistance
contacts only after laser doping. As a result, efficiency gains of about 0.5% absolute are
seen over a homogeneous emitter solar cell. To minimize the effect of laser defects while
still capitalizing on their low resistance contacts, a novel concept of the segmented selective
emitter is introduced (figure 1.7). In this device design the selective emitter only covers
a fraction of the front grid lines and as a result the Jsc loss is minimal while the contact
is still very good. This work results an efficiency enhancement over homogeneous emitter
solar cells with only one additional step. For optimized laser doping parameters efficiencies
8
Figure 1.7: Device structure of an segmented selective emitter solar cell
above 19.1% can be achieved. Additionally, it is shown that UV laser doping is compat-
able with an emitter etch back process. In the etch-back process a highly doped emitter is
formed by POCl3 diffusion, which is then doped more heavily in selective regions via laser
doping. After laser doping the wafer is then subjected to a very slow etch which removes
the first 10 to 50 nanometers of the surface of the wafer. This process benefits from hav-
ing an extremely heavily doped selective emitter and at the same time having a very low
recombination emitter in the field regions formed by the etch-back. The characterization
of the effect of this etch-back process in the field emitter and selective emitter regions is
carried out in this task and then applied in the manufacture of solar cells that exhibit an
efficiency of 19%.
1.3.4 Task 4: Optimization of a screen printed interdigitated back contact
solar cell
The interdigitated back contact (IBC) solar cell (figure 1.8) is unique in that the n-type and
p-type contacts are both located on the rear side of the cell. In this device design, the p and n
doped regions alternate across the rear side of the wafer. The benefit of having no front side
contacts is that there is no metal shading so that the current can be maximized. Another
benefit is that the contacts can be made much thicker with higher conductivity compared
9
Figure 1.8: Device structure of an IBC solar cell
with cells that have front side contacts. This can help the fill factor and give higher cell
performance. Because the contacts are located at the rear of the device, performance of the
IBC cell is highly dependent on the minority carrier lifetime. For this reason n-type silicon is
often used in manufacture of these devices because of the much lower capture cross section
of holes compared with electrons for most defects. This task investigates the potential
for a low cost screen printed IBC cell. To model such a cell, geometries of doped regions
are kept large enough that they could be aligned to for metalization using todays screen
printing technologies. Similarly, emitter and BSF doping levels are kept consistent with
what is necessary for low contact resistance screen printed contacts. In these simulations,
the doping level and dimensions of the emitter, back surface field (BSF) and front surface
field (FSF) for high and low resistivity materials are optimized and show that this low
cost IBC device design can also achieve efficiencies above 22%. This task demonstrates
quantitatively the potential for several different high efficiency device designs that can be
manufactured with lower cost technologies.
1.3.5 Task 5: Finding the practical limit of crystalline Si solar cells
In this task, an attempt to find find the practical efficiency limit of crystalline silicon
solar cells is made. In order for a limit efficiency cell to be made all of the recombination
mechanisms must be minimized. It is proposed that the appropriate device for this task is
the point contact solar cell, which is a variation of the IBC cell only with point contacts
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instead of line contacts. In order to approach the practical limit, a device is proposed
which takes advantage of two new PV technologies, namely passivated contacts and the
highly negatively charged dielectric aluminum oxide. The advantage of implementing these
new technologies is quantified through numerical modeling. This device, when optimized is




DEVICE PHYSICS OF SOLAR CELLS
2.1 Introduction
This chapter aims to give a review of the device physics of solar cells. Jenny Nelson gives a
thorough review of this topic in her book The Physics of Solar Cells [5] and this review is
organized in a similar layout and for the most part uses the same forms of the equations to
highlight topics relevant to this thesis. In section 2.2 the solar resource is discussed followed
by photocurrent, dark current, parasitic resistances and the two diode model of the solar
cell. Together these topics give a basic understanding of how solar cells operate. Section
2.3 further explains the operation of P-N junction solar cells through a review of carrier
generation and recombination, carrier diffusion, the transport equations and finally putting
them all together for the complete picture of P-N junction solar cell operation.
2.2 Solar Cell Operating Principles
2.2.1 Energy From the sun
The sun is the most crucial resource we have on our planet, in one way or another most
energy sources we have came from the sun. Plants can convert sunlight into energy stored
in sugars, animals can then eat plants for the energy stored in those sugars and finally other
animals can eat the plant eating animals for energy. Aside from energy from food, fossil
fuels that power most of our daily energy needs come from decayed plant matter which
survived on sunlight.
Our sun is essentially a very large hot ball of hydrogen gas powered by nuclear fusion
reactions at the center. The spectrum of energy emitted by the sun is well approximated by
assuming that it is a perfect black body and obeys Planck’s radiation law. The spectrum
emitted from the sun is characteristic of a 6000 K black body even though the core of
the sun is approximated to reach temperatures of 20,000,000 K. This is because most of
the light emitted from the sun’s core is absorbed by Hydrogen ions near the sun’s surface
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which are then heated to roughly 6000 K [6]. The spectrum of available energy from
the sun at the outer edge of the earth’s atmosphere is referred to as the air mass zero,
AM0, spectrum. This spectrum has an integrated power density of 1366.1 W/m2. The
two spectrums that are relevant here on the earth’s surface are referred to as the AM1.5G
and the AM1.5D spectrum. The AM1.5G spectrum includes direct and diffuse radiation
and has an integrated power density of 1000 W/m2, this spectrum is relevant for flat panel
photovoltaics while the AM1.5D spectrum consists of only direct radiation from the sun
and is applicable to concentrator photovoltaics. It has an integrated power density of 900
W/m2 [7]. All three of these spectra may be seen in figure 2.1.
Figure 2.1: The AM0,AM1.5G and AM1.5D spectrums [8].
The sun is truly an amazing power source. According to NASA’s atmospheric science
data center, the sun transmits an average annual power of over 730,000 trillion kilowatt
hours [9] to the earth’s surface, while in 2009 the total global net energy consumption was
only 17.3 tkWh [10], a mere .002% of the power incident on the earth’s surface. Figure 2.2
shows the average annual global insolation (kWh/m2/yr) in different parts of the world. It
is a convenient coincidence that the U.S. and China, the worlds two largest power consumers
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are both rich in solar insolation in regions of their territory. In fact five countries (U.S.,
China, India, Brazil, Australia) that consume over 48% of the worlds energy are blessed
with high solar insolation [11]. Therefore, photovoltaics has the potential to provide energy
where demand is the highest.
Figure 2.2: Global average annual insolation. Data from NASA [9].
2.2.2 Photocurrent in solar cells
When a solar cell is illuminated under the short circuit condition a photocurrent is generated
which is proportional to the incident spectrum and the cell’s external quantum efficiency
(EQE). EQE(E) is the probability that a photon with energy E will be absorbed by the
solar cell and excite one valence electron into the conduction band that is then collected





Where bs(E) is the incident spectrum between E and E+dE and q is the charge of an










Figure 2.3: Current generation and collection in a typical Si solar cell.
2.2.3 The dark current
When a forward bias is applied across a solar cell, a potential difference develops between
the front and rear contacts. This potential difference creates a current, usually called the
dark current (Jdark), which is in the opposite direction of the photocurrent. Since a solar
cell is essentially a large diode, it is rectifying and the dark current can be described by
equation 2.2, where J0 is a constant that is proportional to the total reombination in the




kBT − 1) (2.2)
The total current can then be approximated as the sum of the dark current and the pho-
tocurrent.
JTot = Jsc − Jdark (2.3)
By definition, under open circuit condition the total current in the device is zero, therefore,
we can define the open circuit voltage as the voltage at which Jdark and Jsc are equal. An
expression for Voc can be derived from equation 2.3 by substituting 0 for JTot, Voc for V,








2.2.4 The light IV curve and efficiency
Figure 2.4 shows the light and dark JV curves for an ideal solar cell plotted using equations
2.2 and 2.3. At each point along the JV curve the power density is given by the simple
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Figure 2.4: Light IV, Dark IV and Power vs V curves for an ideal solar cell.
relation seen in equation 2.6.
P = JV (2.5)
The voltage at which the power is maximized is called the maximum power point and is often
abbreviated by VMPP and the current density at the maximum power point is abbreviated
by JMPP . The maximum power point is important to know because the solar cell efficiency,








where the Pin is the incident power of the light shining on the cell and FF is the fill factor





The product of the FF,Jsc and Voc determines solar cell efficiency and are therefore the most
important solar cell parameters. Solar cells are measured under standard test conditions
which are the AM1.5G spectrum at 1000 w/m2 at 25◦ C.
2.2.5 Parasitic Effects and The Equivalent Circuit of a Solar Cell









Figure 2.5: Equivalent circuit of a solar cell.
and shunt resistances, respectively, both are parasitic resistances that can reduce the fill
factor of a solar cell. In describing the effects of these different pieces of the circuit on solar
cell performance I will use the notation of Green in SOLAR CELLS [6]. The diode in the
figure has reverse saturation current density J0 and ideality factor of n. The diode allows
the dark current to pass when under light-induced forward bias condition in the opposite
direction of the photocurrent. Finally, the current source shown in figure 2.5 represents the
photocurrent. In the rest of this section the physical cause of the elements shown in the
circuit diagram and the effect they have on solar cell performance will be discussed.
Recombination in the depletion region of the junction can lead to non ideal behavior of
the diode [12] and lower the fill factor. This effect is quantized in equation 2.8 which defines
FF0, the maximum possible fill factor with no series and shunt resistance.
FF0 =
voc − ln(voc + 0.72)
voc + 1
(2.8)






where n is called the diode ideality factor which is a measure of how ideally the diode
performs.
The series resistance, Rs, is comprised of the combined resistance of carriers traveling
through the back contact, substrate, emitter, contact interface, grid lines and busbars. A
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high series resistance will lower the fill factor of a solar cell according to equation 2.10.
FF = FF0(1− rs) (2.10)
where rs is the normalized resistance defined by equation 2.11 and Rch is the characteristic
resistance defined by Voc/Isc
rs = Rs/Rch (2.11)
Similar to rs, rsh is defined as Rsh/Rch and the expression relating the shunt resistance to
the fill factor of a solar cell is given in equation 2.12.
FF = FF0
(






To consider the series and shunt resistances’ effect on the fill factor simultaneously, the FF
from equation 2.10 can be substituted in for FF0 in equation 2.12.
An alternative equivalent circuit of a solar cell is the so called two diode model and is
very similar to the one diode model shown in figure 2.5 except that there are now two diodes
instead of one. In this model the first diode will have an ideality factor of one and reverse
saturation current density J01, this represents the portion of the solar cell that behaves like
an ideal diode. The second diode with ideality factor n2 and reverse saturation current
density J02 represents non-ideal diode behavior in the solar cell. The two diode model is
frequently used in fitting dark-IV curves. A diagram of the two diode model can be seen in









Figure 2.6: two diode model of a solar cell.
equation 2.3 can be modified to include Rs, Rsh and the second diode. This expression is
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shown in equation 2.13
JTot = Jsc − J01(e
q(V +JRs)
kBT − 1)− J02(e
q(V +JRs)
n2kBT − 1)− V + JRs
kBT
(2.13)
2.3 P-N junction solar cells
When light of sufficient energy is absorbed by a semiconductor solar cell a valence electron
is given enough energy to escape the coulomb potential binding it. The electron is then free
to move around the bulk of the semiconductor and the atom that contained the electron
now has a net positive charge. An electron from a nearby atom can transfer to the atom
with a net positive charge, in this way an positive charge can move around the bulk of a
semiconductor in a similar manner as an electron. This moving positive charge is referred to
as a hole. In a solar cell the goal is to separate and collect the electrons and holes at separate
electrodes and provide the current to an external circuit. This section is a review of energy
bands in semiconductors, mechanisms for carrier generation and recombination and carrier
transport in semiconductors. There are many good books which review basic semiconductor
physics for solar cells, this review follows the notation of Handbook of Photovoltaic Science
and Engineering [13].
2.3.1 Energy bands in semiconductors
To understand the motion of an electron in a semiconductor we can treat the semiconductor
as a three dimensional box with a periodic potential which is defined by the Coulomb
potential of the atoms in the lattice. The behavior of the electron is described by it’s





∇2Ψ(x, y, z) + V (x, y, z)Ψ(x, y, z) = EΨ(x, y, z) (2.14)
Where ~ is Planck’s constant divided by 2π, m is the electron mass and V is the periodic
potential of the atoms in the lattice. The solution to this differential equation will give the
allowed energy levels. The Pauli exclusion principle causes these energy levels to split due
to their close proximity in the lattice and gives rise to allowed energy bands. A fictitious
example band diagram is shown in figure 2.7. The x axis of the figure is the wavevector, k,
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which determines the electrons momentum when multiplied by ~. The blue and red regions
show the conducting electrons and holes in the conduction and valence band respectively.






Figure 2.7: An example band diagram, not all allowed energy levels are shown. Bands
with energies below the valence band energy are assumed to be full of electrons and bands
above the conduction band are assumed to full of holes. The pink and blue regions represent
conducting holes and electrons in the in the valence and conduction band respectively.
energy in the conduction band as shown in figure 2.7 the semiconductor is said to have a
direct bandgap, when they lie at different wavevectors it is called an indirect bandgap. It is
a interesting result that the motion of an electron in a periodic potential is similar to that
of an electron in free space and obeys Newton’s second law of motion with an effective mass
,m∗, rather than the free electron mass.
F = m∗a (2.15)
The effective mass defined by equation 2.16 is dependent on the shape of the band diagram
and is not homogeneous for all wavevectors. Therefore, electrons and holes at different















2.3.2 Densities of state and equilibrium carrier concentration
Using the effective masses of electrons and holes we can solve the time-independent Schro-
dinger equation to determine the density of states in each band. By using the effective mass
we effectively take into account the periodic potential of the lattice atoms, therefore we just
need to solve the Schrodinger equation for a particle in a box. The densities of states for


















1 + e(E−EF )/kT
, (2.19)
where EF is the Fermi energy, T is the temperature in Kelvin and k is the Boltzmann














Figure 2.8: Fermi function at 0 and 300 K.
levels below the Fermi energy are occupied and all the levels above the Fermi energy are
not. For temperatures above absolute zero, some carriers have enough energy to occupy
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states above the Fermi energy, leaving some empty states beneath the Fermi energy. As
the temperature increases the step-like shape of the Fermi function begins to round out.
The equilibrium carrier concentration is then calculated by integrating the product of the
density of states and the probability that state is occupied. Therefore, for electrons the







F1/2((EF − EC)/kT ). (2.20)




gC(E)(1− f(E)) dE =
2NV√
π
F1/2((EV − EF )/kT ), (2.21)
where F1/2 is the Fermi integral of order 1/2, NC is the effective density of states of the con-
duction band and NV is the effective density of states of the valence band. The expressions















(EV −EF )/kT . (2.25)
In this circumstance the semiconductor is said to be non-degenerate and the product of the
equilibrium electron and hole concentrations is constant with location in the semiconductor










If a semiconductor has no dopants it is called intrinsic and the number of electrons are holes














The addition of dopants to a semiconductor can increase the number of electrons and holes
available in the conduction and valence band. The most commonly used dopants in Si
solar cells are boron and phosphorus, boron has one less electron than Si and therefore
gives an acceptor state within the band gap when it takes a substitutional site in Si, where
as phosphorus has an one electron more than Si and gives a donor state. The number of




















where gD and gA are degeneracy factors for the donor and acceptor sites. It is often assumed
that all dopants are ionized, in this special case we can rewrite the Fermi energy as




for n type semiconductors and




in p type semiconductors. When semiconductors are very heavily doped the band gap can
actually be narrowed which then in turn increases the equilibrium carrier density. The most
accurate model for modeling band-gap narrowing in Si devices was presented by Schenk [15],
The Schenk model takes into account band gap narrowing due to doping concentrations as
well as excess carrrier concentrations due to optical generation or injection via applied bias.
2.3.3 Absorption and carrier generation
Absorption of light to free charge carriers is the most fundamental aspect of solar cells,
without this mechanism no photovoltaic devices could exist. When a semiconductor’s sur-
face is illuminated with light of a given wavelength, the intensity of light within a distance




I0 is the intensity of light on the surface of the semiconductor and α is the wavelength
dependent absorption coefficient. The absorption coefficient is proportional to the sum of all
the all the possible electronic state transitions times the densities of states of the beginning
and ending states. Absorption results in the creation of an electron hole pair. Because light
has very little momentum and momentum must be conserved it is much harder to absorb
light for indirect bandgap semiconductors compared to direct bandgap semiconductors for
light with energy close to the band gap energy. For absorption of photons with energy close
to the bandgap energy in a indirect bandgap semiconductor, a phonon with the correct
momentum must be emitted or absorbed to conserve momentum between the initial and

























Figure 2.9: Absorption in an indirect bandgap semiconductor. Many transitions require
simultaneous absorption of photons and phonon absorption or emission
shown in figure 2.9. It should be noted that absorption in indirect bandgap materials can
take place without a phonon, however the photon energy must sufficient to excite an electron
from a given wavevector in the valence band to the same wavevector in the conduction band.
The electron and hole generation rate caused by absorption of light as a function of
depth into a solar cell is given by equation 2.33 [13].




Where s is factor to account for shading from the grid lines, r(λ) is the reflectance of the
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solar cell, f(λ) is the incident photon flux and α(λ) is the wavelength dependent absorption
coefficient.
2.3.4 Carrier recombination
After electrons and holes are generated within a semiconductor they can recombine with
one another through several different mechanisms : through defects in the bandgap (com-
monly referred to as Schockley-Read-Hall recombination or SRH), Auger recombination and











        to phonon
Figure 2.10: Diagram of S.R.H., Radiative and Auger recombination




τSRH,n(p+ nieEi−ET /kT ) + τSRH,p(n+ nieET−Ei/kT )
(2.34)
where τSRH,n and τSRH,p are the carrier lifetimes, Eiand ni are the fermi energy and equi-
librium carrier concentration in an intrinsic semiconductor respectively. The SRH lifetime





where σ is the capture cross section of the trap, vth is the thermal velocity of the carriers
and NT is density of traps. Therefore, large capture cross sections, high thermal velocities
and large trap densities all decrease the carrier lifetime in semiconductors through SRH
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recombination. It has been shown that SRH recombination could be dependent on the sub-
strate doping level [16], in device simulations this is taken into account using the Scharfetter
relation [17]







where γ and Nref are fit parameters, τmax and τmin are the best and worst case carrier
lifetimes and NA and ND are the bulk acceptor and donor levels.
Radiative recombination is essentially the inverse of absorption, it occurs when electrons
in the conduction band recombine with holes in the valence band and emit a photon with
an energy equal to the difference in energy of the starting and final states. This form of
recombination is very important in direct bandgap semiconductors but not as important in
indirect semiconductors since a phonon must also me absorbed or emitted for an electron to
make the transition. This is one reason that we do not have lasers with silicon as the gain
medium, because it has an indirect bandgap and it is difficult to make it emit radiation.
The recombination rate for radiative recombination is give in equation 2.37
Rλ = B(pn− n2i ) (2.37)
where B is a material dependent constant. For n type semiconductors under low-level










Auger recombination can be thought of as the inverse process of impact ionization. In
Auger recombination, an energy equal to the difference in the initial and final energy states
is passed on to an electron or hole which becomes excited in the conduction or valence band
respectively. The excited electron or hole then decays through phonon emission. Auger
recombination is an important mechanism that dominates in highly doped regions of silicon
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solar cells, it’s net recombination rate can be expressed as
RAuger = (Cnn+ Cpp)(pn− n2i ) (2.40)
where Cn and Cp are the temperature dependent coefficients. We can simplify the Auger
recombination expression if we assume low injection conditions and that Cn and Cp are of












A similar expression can be derived for p-type semiconductors.
The net recombination rate from these three recombination mechanisms is found simply
by summing the rates of the individual processes
RTotal = RSRH +Rλ +RAuger (2.43)













In addition to recombination centers in the bulk, electron and hole pairs can recombine
at interfaces between two materials or at two grain boundaries of one material. Dangling
bonds at the interfaces create allowed energy levels in the band gap for this special case
of SRH hall recombination. The net expression for surface SRH recombination through all
the surface defect states is given by [17]
Rsurf,SRH =
pn− n2i











sn and sp are the doping dependent surface recombination velocities for electrons and holes,
respectively. A schematic showing the recombination mechanism for surface SRH recombi-







Figure 2.11: Surface recombination in semiconductors.
2.3.5 Carrier transport in semiconductors
The literature review in section 2.3 we established that electrons and holes behave similarly
to free particles with effective mass m∗. It logically follows then that these electrons and
holes should obey the classical laws of drift and diffusion. Drift is how carriers move in
the presence of an electric field, electrons will drift in the opposite direction of the field
due to their negative charge and holes will drift in the direction of the electric field. As
the electrons and holes drift they are scattered off of lattice atoms, dopant atoms, lattice
defects and other electrons and holes [13]. The net result is that on a macroscopic scale
electrons and holes appear to move with a constant velocity called the drift velocity, vd, in
response to an electric field. The drift velocity is proportional to the applied electric field
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but is scaled by µ, the carrier mobility.
|~vd| = |µ~E| = |µ∇φ| (2.48)
The carrier mobility is in generally not dependent on the electric field strength within the
regimes of operation of solar cells. Lattice scattering from phonons and ionized impurities












respectively. These two expressions for carrier mobility can be summed using Matthiessen’s










When modeling silicon solar cells Klaassens unified mobility model is often used because it
more precisely takes into account phonon scattering, impurity scattering as well as carrier-
carrier scattering [18]. The current density due to carrier drift in an electric field can be
expressed as
~Jdriftp = qpvd = qµpp
~E = −qµpp∇φ (2.52)
for holes, and
~Jdriftn = qnvd = qµnn~E = −qµnn∇φ (2.53)
Through random thermal motion electrons and holes tend to move from regions of high
carrier concentration to low through a process called diffusion. When no other forces are
present the carriers will distribute themselves evenly through the substrate. This diffusion
current is proportional to the gradient of the carrier densities and can be written as
~Jdiffp = qDp∇p (2.54)
for holes and as
~Jdiffn = qDn∇n (2.55)
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for electrons, where Dn and Dp are the electron and hole diffusivity. In thermal equilibrium
the net current must be zero, therefore in thermal equilibrium the drift and diffusion currents
must be equal. This leads to the Einstein relationship which is valid in non-degenerate







Putting this all together we can write the total electron and hole current as
~Jn = −qDn∇n+ qµnn∇φ (2.57)
and
~Jp = −qDp∇p− qµpp∇φ (2.58)
, then the total current in the device is expressed as
~JTot = ~Jp + ~Jn + ~Jdisp. (2.59)
where ~Jdisp. is the displacement current which is usually neglected in solar cells due to their
dc operation.
2.3.6 The semiconductor equations
To find the equations that govern the behavior of semiconductor devices we need only to
consider that charge must be conserved and that the poisson equation describes the electrical
potential in the device. We can write the Poisson equation as follows
∇ · ε ~E = q(p− n+N) (2.60)
where N is the density of fixed charges in the substrate. We can write an expression for
conservation of electrons and holes as








where G is the optical generation rate of electron-hole pairs and Rn and Rp are the electron
and hole recombination rates. To accurately describe the current in a semiconductor device
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we need to modify equations 2.57 and 2.58 to include φn and φp which are called the band
parameters that take into account spatial variations in the band gap and electron affinity.
~Jn = −qDn∇n+ qµnn∇(φ+ φn) (2.63)
~Jp = −qDp∇p− qµpp∇(φ− φp) (2.64)
Equations 2.60,2.61 and 2.62 can be solved to determine the current voltage characteristics
of a semiconductor device.
For a uniformly doped semiconductor the bandgap and permittivity are not position
dependent as well as the carrier mobility and diffusion coefficients. In the steady state
condition (solar cells operate in steady state), the semiconductor equations simplify to





















Under low level injection (∆n = ∆p N) in the regions far from the junction (d ~E/dx ≈ 0)










for electrons in a p type semiconductor and holes in an n type semiconductor respectively,
where ∆nP and ∆pN are the excess carrier concentrations. We can combine equations 2.68,














2.3.7 Electrostatics of a pn-junction
A pn-junction is formed when a p type semiconductor is brought into contact with an n
type semiconductor. Since the density of electrons is much higher in the n type side than in
the p type side, electrons will diffuse into the p type side of the semiconductor device until
equilibrium is reached and the fermi energy is independent of position. Similarly, holes will
diffuse into the n type side of the device. This diffusion leaves some of the dopant atoms
ionized near the pn junction. These ionized dopants create a potential across the junction
called the built in potential, VBI ,and an electric field responsible for the rectifying behavior
of pn-junctions. The electric field will sweep electrons across the junction from the p type
side to the n type side, and holes from the n type side to the p type side. Further, the
electric field prevents free carriers from staying in the region of the ionized dopants near the
junction. Therefore, this region is called the depletion region or the space charge region.
The rest of the device is approximately net neutral in equilibrium due to the diffusion of
electrons and holes and is frequently called the quasi-neutral region. An example of a pn-
homojunction (called a homojunction because both sides of the junction are made of the
same semiconductor), it’s charge density, electric field and band diagram are shown in figure
2.12 We can write Poisson’s equation for this situation simply as
∇2φ = q
ε
(n0 − p0 +N−A −N
+
D ) (2.72)





concentrations of ionized acceptors and donors and ε is the permittivity of the semiconduc-
tor. If we assume that within the space charge region there are no free carriers and that
within the rest of the device the net charge is zero (this is called the depletion approxima-










Figure 2.12: Diagram showing (a) a p-n junction with depletion and quasi-neutral regions,
(b) the corresponding charge densities, (c) the electric field in the homojunction and (d)
the band diagram
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for 0 > x > xp, and
∇2φ = 0 (2.75)
for x < xnand x > xp. If we define the electric potential to be zero at x = xp and VBI at
x = −xn, the electric potential is given the terms in table 2. From the continuity of the
Table 2.1: electrical potential in a 1D pn junction
φ(x) =
VBI x ≤ −xn
VBI − qND2ε (x+ xN )
2 −xn < x < 0
qNA
2ε (x− xP )
2 0 > x > xp
0 x ≥ xp
electric potential and table 2.3.7 it can be shown that the total charge on either side of the
depletion region is the same, therefore the depletion region extends further into the more
















(VBI − VApp) (2.77)
with an applied bias.
The actual value for VBI can be found by setting the drift and diffusion currents equal
to each other since the net current under thermal equilibrium is zero. If we substitute ~E
for ∇φ, this is written as
qµpp0 ~E = qDp∇p (2.78)



















This chapter has described the basics needed to understand solar cell operation as well
as the parameters that are important in describing solar cell performance. A solar cell is
merely a pn-junction which is made up of a small region devoid of free carriers called the
depletion region and two regions that are net neutral but do contain free carriers. The
more heavily doped of these two regions is called the emitter and the more lightly doped
of the two is called the base. Solar cell behavior can usually be described by a two diode
model in which one diode represents the ideal behavior of the device while the other takes
into account non-ideal behavior. The series and shunt resistances are parasitic and reduce
the solar cell fill factor and thus the efficiency. The dominant forms of recombination in
silicon solar cells are Auger recombination in heavily doped silicon and SRH recombination
for lightly doped silicon.
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CHAPTER III
MULTIDIMENSIONAL MODELING OF SILICON SOLAR CELLS
3.1 Introduction and Review of Numerical modeling of solar cells
Multidimensional simulation of silicon solar cells provides a way to optimize device geome-
tries and doping levels more quickly than by experimentation. Additionally, simulation
experiments do not require material cost as fabrication experiments would. These simula-
tions can also be used to analyze electrical and optical loss mechanisms quickly and reveal
information that would be impossible or very difficult to obtain experimentally. Multidi-
mensional models are necessary to accurately model solar cells because lateral and vertical
currents in the device can not both be accounted for in a 1D model. In most cases a 2D
simulation domain is sufficient because of device symmetry, however some device architec-
tures require a 3D domain. The general strategy when simulating solar cells is to find the
smallest repeating unit cell of the device. Minimizing the size of the structure which will
decrease the total number of nodes and the simulation time.
Numerical modeling of Si solar cells dates back to 1967 when Gwyn et al at Sandia
National Labs modeled the effect of radiation on solar cell performance for space applica-
tions [19]. This finite differences model was extended by Fossum to simulate a conventional
11.8% efficient solar cell (a standard efficiency at the time). This model identified efficiency
limiting areas in the solar cell and demonstrated a feasible path to over 20% through cell
design enhancements [20]. By the early 1980’s two-dimensional simulation was possible.
Gray et al at Purdue developed a model they called SCAP2D and used it to explore two
dimensional effects in solar cells at high light intensities [21]. By the mid 1980’s personal
computers had become powerful enough that they could solve the semiconductor equations,
using a software developed at Iowa State University called PC1D [22]. Unlike most other
previous programs which use the finite difference method to solve the coupled semicon-
ductor equations, PC1D uses the finite element method (FEM). PC1D has become widely
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adopted in the photovoltaics industry , but is limited to one dimensional simulations and
uses Boltzmann statistics along with dated models describing band gap narrowing and
mobility. Today, PC1D is still the most widely used simulation tool in the photovoltaics
community despite it’s shortcomings. For multidimensional simulations today the simu-
lation software Sentaurus [17] is the most widely used in solar cell simulations, however,
COMSOL Multiphysics has also been adapted to model solar cells [23, 24]
Numerical models have been used to explore a variety of different solar cell designs. Loss
mechanisms in industrial type solar cells limit the cell performance have been quantized
using a numerical model with a distributed grid model [25]. These simulations involve two
steps, one which calculates the IV curve of a unit cell and another which uses that IV curve
as a voltage controlled current source which can then be connected in series by resistors
to construct a full solar cell, rather than just modeling the unit cell. The results of these
simulations place the maximum attainable efficiency of Full Al BSF cells around 19%. This
same two step simulation approach has led to world record efficiency solar cells through the
minimization of series resistance in passivated emitter rear locally diffused (PERL) solar
cells [26]. Further, emitter wrap through (EWT), thin film IBC and heterojunction solar
cells been investigated using Sentaurus [27, 28, 29]
In this work a schottky-barrier model is applied to Ag screen printed contacts to accu-
rately predict contact resistance. Additionally, an optimization of IBC cells to approach the
Schockley-Queisser limit is presented. Further, modeling of a new cell structure, an IBC
with a selective emitter, is introduced. We explore the effect of the substrate doping, bulk
lifetime and surface recombination and determine that efficiencies of 22.7% can be achieved
with this device design. Two dimensional simulations are used to optimize the efficiency of
a screen printed IBC cells through variations in the front surface field, back surface field
emitter, bulk resistivity as well as the contact geometry. These simulations combine 3D ray
tracing to create an optical generation profile which is then used in a 2D device simulation.
Separating the optical and electrical simulations reduces computation times by only having
to compute the time intensive ray tracing step once.
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3.2 The Finite Element Method
As previously mentioned, the most commonly used software to simulate semiconductor
devices including solar cells is Sentaurus. Sentaurus solves the semiconductor equations
(equations 2.65,2.66,2.67 using current densities 2.63,2.64) using the FEM which has the
advantage of being able to handle nonuniform meshes and geometry easily over other meth-
ods such as the finite difference method [30]. The FEM has been employed in many diverse
problem area besides semiconductor devices such as stress analysis, fluid flow analysis,
thermal analysis and fluid flow analysis to name a few [31]. This section provides a broad
overview of the FEM.
Generally applying the FEM to any problem involves four steps [32].
• The domain is discretized into subregions or elements
• The governing equations for each element must be derived
• All of the elements must be assembled in the solution region
• The system of equations are solved.
The goal of the first step is to divide the domain into elements that are much smaller
and cover the whole domain without overlapping . The geometry of the elements is usu-
ally triangular or quadrilateral.Figure 3.1 is an example of a discretized domain using a
triangular mesh to connect the nodes within the domain.
An interpolation function, Vi, which approximates the unknown function to be solved
for is defined within each element. Together the elements comprise the solution for the
entire domain. Equation 3.1 is a first order interpolation function for a triangular mesh
element using electric potential, V, as an example.
Vi(x, y) = a+ bx+ cy (3.1)
Where a, b and c are constants to be solved for. Vi must vanish outside of element i
but is generally non-zero within it. The electric potential for the whole domain is then
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Figure 3.1: (top) The entire domain of interest for simulation. (bottom) The discretized
approximation of the domain.
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approximated as equation3.2.




For a semiconductor device this process must be completed to solve for the electric potential
and the electron and hole quasi-fermi levels (the electron and hole quasi-fermi levels deter-
mine the electron and hole density, respectively). The determination of the parameters a,
b and c is then the main key to finding the approximate solution over the whole domain.
Once the parameters for each element are known, the solution for the whole domain can be
assembled. Solving the equations usually uses the Bank/Rose method [30] with an iterative
’plug-in’ method. In this method the electric potential is solved using the Poisson equation
in all N elements first [33]. That electric potential is then plugged into the electron continu-
ity equation to find the electron quasi-fermi level. Finally the calculated electric potential
and electron quasi-fermi level are plugged into the hole continuity equation to find the hole
quasi-fermi level. This process is repeated until the desired level of convergence is achieved.
3.3 Physical Models used in Device Simulation
The accuracy of the simulation results are only as accurate as the physical models used in
the device simulation. Therefore, choosing the correct physical models is paramount for
obtaining accurate results. A quite thorough review on this topic is given by Altermatt in
[34]. Important models for accurate simulation of solar cells are carrier statistics (Fermi-
Dirac vs Boltzmann), SRH recombination, Auger recombination, surface recombination,
intrinsic carrier concentration and band gap narrowing. This section gives a review of
implementations of physical models for device simulations. For a review of the physics of
these models see chapter 2.
3.3.1 Carrier Statistics
For doping densities above 1019 Fermi-Dirac statistics must be used because the carrier
density is high enough for the Pauli exclusion principle to take effect, this effect is referred
to as Pauli blocking [35]. Usually the heavily doped n+ emitter is in the regime where








where Nc is the conduction band effective density of states, F1/2 is the Fermi integral of order
1/2, E0c is the intrinsic conduction band edge , ∆Ec is the shift in the conduction band edge
due to band gap narrowing, k is the Boltzmann constant and T is the absolute temperature.
The hole density in the emitter is much lower and can therefore be approximated accurately
using Boltzmann statistics.
p = Nvexp




The symbols in equation 3.4 have the equivalent meaning as their counterparts in equation
3.3. Combining equations 3.4 and 3.3 the pn product is easily obtained.
pn = NcNvF1/2





















) exp(∆EvkT )exp(Efn − EfpkT ) (3.6)








× γdeg × γBGN (3.7)
The increase in carriers due to band gap narrowing is taken into account by the γBGN term
and the degeneracy factor γdeg calculates how much the pn product deviates from an ideal
gas. For lowly doped regions γBGN and γdeg become 1 and Boltzmann statistics accurately
predict the pn product. Figure 3.2 shows the error in the pn product introduced by using
Boltzmann statistics in highly doped P emitters as well as the effect of γBGN and γdeg. The
recombination rates of SRH recombination, Auger recombination, radiative recombination
and surface recombination (see section 2.3.4 for more details on the recombination models)
all depend on the pn product. Especially Auger recombination which has a quadratic
dependence on the carrier density. It is therefore critical to use Fermi-Dirac statistics when
modeling heavily doped Si regions. Using Boltzmann statistics, it is possible to match the
total recombination in a heavily doped region if the surface recombination is held as a free
parameter. This process however, does not match the relative contributions of the total
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Figure 3.2: γBGN ,γdeg and the pn product for a heavily doped n
+ profile. Taken from [35].
recombination from each type of recombination and thus the information extracted from
this process is not meaningful.
3.3.2 Band Gap Narrowing
The importance of the carrier densities and their dependence on band gap narrowing was
demonstrated in section 3.3.1. Having an accurate model to determine the band gap nar-
rowing is obviously a necessary step to determine the correct carrier densities. The model
of Schenk was derived from a non-self consistent finite temperature full random-phase ap-
proximation formalism [15]. The Schenk model calculates the conduction and valence band
energies separately rather from quantum mechanical principles as opposed to deriving band
gap narrowing from transport measurements on highly doped Si [36]. Additionally, the
Schenk model distinguishes between free carrier or plasma-induced and dopant induced
band gap narrowing, which is especially important in solar cells with many injected carriers
from optical absorption. The band gap narrowing for this model is the sum of two parts, an
exchange correlation part which is temperature and plasma density dependent and an ionic
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part which is dependent on the activated doping concentration, the plasma density and the
temperature. Figure 3.3 compares the Schenk model with other band gap narrowing models

















Figure 3.3: Comparison of various band gap narrowing models with the Schenk model.
on apparent band gap narrowing data from electrical measurements and are incompatible
with Fermi statistics because the degeneracy factor is not distinguished from from band gap
narrowing.
3.3.3 Schockley Read Hall Recombination
Recombination in the forbidden gap through defect levels is well described by SRH theory
described in section 2.3.4. Defect levels created by boron and oxygen limit SRH lifetime in
in Cz grown Si after illumination, this effect is known as light induced degradation or LID.
This defect has been shown to be created by substitutional boron and interstitial oxygen
dimer which form BO2 [39]. Boron and oxygen concentrations have been shown to predict
stable carrier lifetimes after illumination by Bothe et al [40] by the parametrization
τSRH = 7.675× 1045[Bs]−0.824[Oi]−1.748 (3.8)
where Bs is the substitutional boron concentration and Oi is the interstitial oxygen con-
centration. After POCl3 diffusion the lifetime increases by a factor of 2-3.5 as a result of
decreased oxygen dimer concentration with thermal cycling [41]. Equation 3.8 can be taken
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Table 3.1: Auger recombination coefficients
n p
A 2.8× 10−31 7.91× 10−32 cm6/s
B 0 −1.29× 10−32 cm6/s
C 0 3.231× 10−32 cm6/s
H 8 8
N0 2.5× 1017 2.5× 1017 cm−3
as an upper bound for lifetimes in multicrystalline materials, however other crystallographic
defects keep the lifetime well below this limit.
3.3.4 Auger Recombination
The auger recombination rate (equation 2.40) is determined by the electron and hole den-


































In equations 3.9 and 3.10 T0 is 300K and the term 1 + Hn exp−n/N0,n is to take into
account exciton decay at high carrier densities. Dziewior and Schmid measured Cn and Cp
at 77K, 300K and 400K [42], a parameterization of their results are seen in table 3.3.4 [34].
Auger recombination is still an area where further understanding is required. Dziewior and
Schmid’s Auger coefficients were determined at high carrier densities where the electrons and
holes can be considered to be in an ideal gas because of the screening. As a result their Auger
coefficients are independent of dopant density. However, at lower carrier densities such as
around 1018 cm−3 the screening effect is diminished and electrons and holes are attracted
to one another resulting in higher Auger coefficients. The are a few parameterizations of
this effect [43, 44], but none have been implemented into device simulation software.
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Table 3.2: Fit Parameters for Surface Recombination Velocity on P diffused surfaces. Fit









Surface recombination is determined by carrier densities and the surface recombination
velocity, SRV (see equation 2.45). The surface recombination velocity is doping dependent









where S0, Sref , Nref and γ are user defined parameters and Ndop is the surface doping
concentration. However, Altermatt et al found that existing data for SRV vs Ndop for P













All the the parameters in equation 3.12 other than Ndop are dependent on the surface
(textured vs planar), the passivating dielectric and the doping species. The functional
form of equation 3.12 can be achieved in Sentaurus Device by setting Sref equal to zero in
equation 3.11, and creating a script to calculate 3.12 and setting it as S0. The parameters
to fit equation 3.12 for planar and textured phosphorus diffused surfaces is shown in table
3.3.5. For B diffused surfaces the same model can be used but the charge of the dielectric
layer must be included [45, 46].
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3.3.6 Carrier Mobility
For modeling carrier mobility in crystalline silicon solar cells Klaassen’s mobility model is
most often used because it a physics-based model that describes majority and minority
carrier mobility and includes impurity screen by charge carriers, temperature dependence,
electron-hole scattering as well as clustering of impurities[18]. The Klaassen model fits
existing data in boron doped silicon very well but there are some uncertainties in the very
high doping range of phosphorus doped silicon due to clustering of phosphorus precipitates
which is not included in the model [34]. There are also uncertainties of the carrier mobility
low doping range of phosphorus doped silicon due to differences in reported mobility values.
3.4 Application of Ray Tracing Simulations for Calculating Optical
Generation for Textured silicon
3.4.1 Simulation Details
To accurately model the performance of a solar cell the generation profile of carriers within
the substrate must be known. In this thesis a 2D approximation of pyramidal texture is
used in sentaurus device [47] to perform a ray tracing simulation. The effect of the silicon
nitride anti-reflection coating is taken into effect using the transfer matrix method while
the rest of the simulation is carried out using ray tracing. The domain for the simulations
is shown in figure 3.4.1. The side walls of the domain are 100% reflective while the bottom
surface uses the Phong [48] rough surface scattering model to emulate the reflectance of the
silicon/screen printed aluminum interface. In the simulation, raytracing of each specified
wavelength is carried out and then the generation is weighted by the insolation in the
AM15G spectrum. The parameters used in the simulations are shown in table 3.4.1. The
strategy used to find an accurate generation profile is to optimize the ray tracing simulation
parameters so that the simulated reflectance curve matches the experimentally measured
one.
3.4.2 Results
The effect of the rear surface reflectance in the Phong model on the total reflectance curve is




Figure 3.4: Image of the whole 2D domain used for ray tracing (a) and a zoomed in view
near the top textured region (b).
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Table 3.3: Parameters used in optical generation calculation
Number of rays per wavelength 20000
Phong reflection coefficient varied 0.4-0.75
Wavelength range 300-1200nm
Wavelength step size 10nm
Silicon nitride n-k n=2.15 Duttagupta et al. [49]
Silicon nitride thickness 750 Å
Silicon n-k Green et al. [50]
Substrate Thickness 180 µm
reflectance of the top surface is identical and the silicon absorption coefficient is too great
for a ray to traverse through the substrate reflect off the rear surface and escape through
the front surface. However at longer wavelengths, this effect is common and is known as
escape reflectance. As the back surface reflectance increases the escape reflectance increases
and a back surface reflectance of 0.55 matches well with the experimentally measured curve





























Figure 3.5: Effect of varying the back surface reflectance on solar cell reflectance.
The previous simulations determined that the correct back surface reflectance to match
a textured, SiN coated wafer with a full Al BSF is R=0.55. The next goal is to match
the rest of the reflectance curve which is determined by the reflectance properties of the
front of the wafer. In these simulations the back surface reflectance was fixed at 0.55 but
the SiN thickness was varied from 700 to 800 nm and the index of the SiN was varied
from 1.92 to 2.15 using tabulated n-k values from Duttagupta et al [49]. The results of
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the simulations are shown in figure 3.6. It can be seen from figure 3.6 that increasing this
SiN index shifts the minimum in the reflectance curve towards longer wavelengths as we
would expect from theory. Further, increasing the SiN thickness also shifts the minimum
towards longer wavelength. We find the index and thickness that most closely match the
experimentally determined reflectance are a thickness of 76 nm and an index of 2.03.
Thus far the ray tracing simulations have been optimized to match the front and rear
surface reflectance by varying the SiN index and thickness and the reflectance coefficient
of the phong model respectively. However, the simulated escape reflectance data looks
noisy. In these simulations an attempt to smooth out the escape relfectance portion of the
relfectance curve is carried our by increasing the number of rays used in the ray tracing
simulations. The number of rays per wavelength used is varied from 20000 to 1000000
keeping all other parameters equal to the previously determined ones that give the closest
match to the experimental curve. The results of the simulations are shown in 3.7. The
escape reflectance becomes more smooth with additional rays, however, the total amount
of absorbed current density is basically unchanged with only a variation of 0.005 mA/cm2
which is only 0.01% of a typical device short circuit current density of 37.5 mA/cm2.
Even after optimizing the SiN index and thickness as well as the rear surface reflectance
and number of rays there is still a considerable difference between the simulated and actual
reflectance curves, mostly between 50 and 100 nm. This difference is attributed to the error
in the reflectance measurement which is about 1% absolute at best if the tool has just been
calibrated. The measured minimum reflectance is only 0.0074 while it should be zero at
the minimum due to destructive interference. The total current density absorbed for the
simulation with 1,000,000 rays was found to be 40.01 mA/cm2. In addition to the total
current density absorbed, the absorption profile for each wavelength is also important when
trying to simulate the spectral response of a device. The absorption profiles for wavelengths
between 300 and 1200 nm that were calculated in the 1,000,000 ray simulation are shown in
3.8. This absorption profile can now be loaded into device simulations, so that the device
simulations do not need to include a ray tracing calculation.
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Figure 3.6: Simulation results, varying the SiN index and thickness.
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Figure 3.7: (left) The effect of the number of rays on the reflectance curve over the full
wavelength range. (right) The effect of the number of rays on the reflectance curve in the
escape reflectance regime which is found to be most sensitive to the number of rays used.
Figure 3.8: Normalized spectral generation versus depth by wavelength.
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3.5 Verification of Models and Establishment of Mesh Through Quan-
tum Efficiency and IV Characteristics of a Test Structure
Quantum efficiency simulations provide an opportunity to explore how different recombi-
nation models are performing and how it compares with an actual device. Figure 3.8 shows
that as the wavelength increases the absorption depth also increases due to the decreasing
extinction coefficient of Si. Therefore, the quantum efficiency at different wavelengths pro-
vides insight into recombination behavior within different regions of the device. For these
simulations a small test structure with 1D symmetry was generated (uniform contact across
top surface). The mesh near the front surface is very fine to give good resolution because of
the high carrier density and auger/surface recombination. The mesh near the rear surface
is also much finer than the bulk of the device. Figure 3.9 shows the structure and mesh
used for these simulations. During the device simulation the generation profile for the given
Figure 3.9: Structure and mesh of device used for quantum efficiency and IV simulations
for this experiment.
wavelength is loaded and the mesh is regenerated with the new generation profile using a
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script from Synopsys [47]. Using this new structure the device is simulated at the short
circuit condition. The current from this simulation is called the spectral response. The







where q is the charge of an electron, Isig is the signal intensity of light used, h is Plank’s
constant and c is the speed of light. The EQE gives the fraction of photons of a given
energy incident on the device that create carriers which get collected. The internal quantum
efficiency, IQE, is the fraction of absorbed photons which create carriers that get collected.
To convert from EQE to IQE (which is more frequently discussed) the fraction of light that
is reflected away or absorbed in the SiN antireflection coating must be divided out. The





where R is the reflectance and ASiN is the light absorbed in the silicon nitride layer.
Simulations were carried out using the generation profile from ray tracing simulations
previously discussed and the described in this chapter. The results are then compared with
an actual industrial type solar cell. The emitter profile was taken from a similarly processed
wafer sent for spreading resistance profiling and the BSF was assumed to have a constant
profile shape with a peak doping of 3*1018 with a thickness of 4 µm and a typical Cz Si
lifetime of 300 µs was used. For these simulations the front surface recombination velocity,
FSRV, was varied between 1000 and 70,000 cm/s. The results of the simulations are shown
in comparison to the experimentally measured IQE in figure 3.10. As expected, varying the
FSRV only affects the short wavelength IQE with increasing FSRV lowering the IQE. It is
found that a simulated FSRV of 40,000 cm/s matches the experimental data best.
Next the effect of the BSF thickness is explored through simulations, it was varied
between 0.1 and 12 µm keeping all other parameters the same as the previous simulation,
retaining the closest matching value of 40,000 cm/s for the FSRV. The results can be seen in
figure 3.11, an increasing BSF thickness causes sufficient band bending to shield electrons in
the bulk from the highly recombinative rear surface. For a constant BSF doping of 3*1018,
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Figure 3.10: Effect of front surface recombination velocity on simulated IQE.
increasing the BSF beyond a 4 µm depth does not further improve the IQE. The effect of the
bulk lifetime on the IQE (figure 3.12) looks similar to the effect of varying the BSF thickness.
For short lifetimes, carriers generated near the rear surface recombine before they can get
collected. Similarly, in a device with a poor BSF carriers generated near the rear of the
device are likely to recombine at the rear surface before they can diffuse to the front surface
even if the carrier lifetime is high. In summary, the simulations show that for a typical
industrial type solar cell manufactured at UCEP it can be well described using the physical
models: Schenk band gap narrowing model, Dziewiors Auger parameters and Fermi-Dirac
statistics in conjunction with an FSRV of 40,000 cm/s, BSF thickness of 4 µm and SRH
lifetime of 300 µs. To further illustrate the accuracy of these models and parameters,
an IV sweep simulation is performed on the same device using all of the same optimized
parameters and compared to the IV parameters of the same actual device discussed above.
In the IV simulation 6% was derated from the incident spectrum to account for shading
losses in the fingers and busbars and a series resistance of 0.6 Ω-cm2 was added to include
the contact, finger and bus resistances. The IV comparison from the actual and simulated
industrial type cell can be seen in table 3.5. Each of the parameters are within 1% of the
actual device and the overall efficiency is only 0.4% different. Synopsys tools employing the
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Figure 3.11: Effect of back surface field on simulated IQE.
Figure 3.12: Effect of bulk lifetime on simulated IQE.
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Table 3.4: Actual and simulated IV results
Voc (V) Jsc (mA/cm2) F.F. Eff.
Simulation 0.6259 36.90 80.12 18.50
Actual 0.6323 36.94 79.51 18.57
most current physical models and correctly chosen mesh sizes can accurately model solar
cell IQE and IV characteristics. This having been established, much of the rest of this
thesis will involve characterizing more advanced devices which are less easily fabricated or
to optimize solar cell design through simulation rather than iterations of experiments.
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CHAPTER IV
QUANTITATIVE UNDERSTANDING OF THE BENEFIT OF
SELECTIVE EMITTERS AS A FUNCTION OF IMPROVED SCREEN
PRINTING PASTES
4.1 Introduction
Increasing solar cell efficiency is crucial to lowering the cost of photovoltaic electricity gener-
ated from crystalline silicon solar cells [51]. One method that is commonly used to increase
solar cell efficiency is the formation of a selective emitter. This technology has been shown
to increase the solar cell efficiency by up to 0.5-0.95% absolute [52, 53]. Selective emit-
ters can lead to high short circuit current, Jsc, open circuit voltage, Voc, and fill factor,
FF simultaneously, on the same device. The need for selective emitters for high efficiency
arises due to the inability of screen printed pastes to contact lowly doped (Nd ≤1020cm−3)
phosphorus emitters. However, recently significant progress has been made in silver screen
printing pastes so that emitters with surface concentration as low as 1x1020/cm3 can now be
contacted [54]. With this improvement in paste technology, we must reexamine the benefit
of selective emitters.
The selective emitter concept has been modeled extensively. Models have been used
to explore the effect of the field emitter doping profile [55], the selective emitter doping
profile [56] and the proportions of those two regions [23]. A more thorough review of
selective emitter models can be found in the work by Greulich et al [57]. To the best of our
knowledge no other work has tried to relate the efficiency benefit of selective emitters (SE)
compared with homogeneous emitters (HE) using the doping level dependence of Ag/Si
contact resistance.
In this work we propose a simple method to approximate the relationship between screen
printed silver paste contact resistance, ρc, and the peak doping in the emitter. This model
employs what we are calling an ”effective Schottky barrier height”. In this approximation
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we assume that different Ag pastes behave as if they form different Schottky barrier heights
when contacting Si. The model is shown to fit experimental data with reasonable accuracy.
With this approximation we explore the efficiency benefit of SE solar cells over HE solar
cells for a range of effective barrier heights. The results of these simulations show that
selective emitter design should be tailored to current paste technology and that as Ag paste
quality improves the advantage of a SE over a HE is diminished.
4.2 Using effective barrier height to model contact resistance
When a metal and semiconductor are brought together the Schottky formulation states that
a potential barrier will arise between the two materials equal to the difference between the
metal workfunction and the semiconductor electron affinity [58]. This barrier impedes the
flow of electrons from the semiconductor to the metal. This impedance can be expressed

























The effective Schottky barrier height is given by Φb,eff , ρ∞ is the resistance for infinite
doping,εs is the semiconductor permittivity, mt is the tunneling mass and T0 is the lattice
temperature. The parameters used to fit this equation to the experimental data are mostly
the defaults from Sentaurus Device User Guide and are shown in table 4.1








Screen printed contacts are formed by printing a Ag paste consisting of Ag powder, glass
frit and organic binder onto a random pyramid textured Si wafer with a SiN antireflection
coating and firing in a belt furnace. When fired, usually between 700 and 800 ◦C, the binder
is evaporated away and the frit melts and consumes the antireflection coating beneath the
grid lines. During this process Ag is incorporated into the glass melt as well as well as
some of the Si from the surface of the wafer [60]. A fraction of the Ag precipitates in
the glass near the Si surface and some forms crystallites etching into the Si surface . The
mechanism of contact is still not completely understood, however, it is beleived that contact
is made through direct contact of the Ag crystallites to the Ag grid line ,possibly at the
tips of the pyramidal texture [61], and through tunneling via precipitates in the glass layer
at the interface[62]. Different paste formulations and firing conditions give rise to different
amounts of precipitates, crystallites and glass layer thicknesses as well as glass compositions.
We propose the despite the variety of mechanisms contributing to the contact properties of
screen printed Ag paste that it’s behavior can be described as Schottky-like.
Figure 4.1: Experimental data from literature and fits made by varying the effective Schot-
tky barrier height [54, 63, 64]
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The method we propose to obtain a specific contact resistivity, ρc, for a given paste/firing
condition is to fabricate solar cells with varying emitter surface concentration ( 5x1019-
5x1020), measure ρc, and then fit the Nd vs. ρc data using equation 4.1 by varying Φb,eff .
Figure 4.1 shows that existing data on Nd vs. ρc can be fit by assuming a Schottky type
contact and by changing the barrier height. The authors are not suggesting that different
Ag pastes or firing conditions necessarily give rise to different Schottky barrier heights,
only that this assumption models their behavior well enough to justify the approximation.
We aimed to fit each data set in theρc range between 10 and 1000 mΩ-cm
2 because below
this range the contact resistance should not be a limiting factor in device performance and
above that level the high contact resistance is extremely performance limiting and is not in
a region of interest. Our aim was to have a good fit in the transition level when the contact
resistance starts to go from acceptable to poor. The model fits Cooper’s [54] data well in the
region of interest and it also fits Schubert’s [64] data well down to about 1e20 cm−3. Horteis
data is the poorest fit of the available data, but is still acceptable down to a doping level
of around 3e20 cm−3. Using this information it is possible to vary the contact resistance
with the emitter doping in simulations to allow for a further level of device optimization
based on current paste technologies. We will demonstrate the applicability of this model
by examining the benefit that selective emitters provide over homogeneous emitters based
on effective barrier heights of SP pastes.
4.3 Application of the model
The contact resistance model mentioned in the previous section is applied to simulations
of SE and HE solar cells using Synopsys TCAD tools. In these simulations we vary the
emitter field peak doping as well as the effective barrier height for a range of emitters and
effective barrier heights. The parameters used for these simulations are detailed in table
4.2, a thorough review of the current models for Si solar cells can be found in Altermatt’s
work [34]. The diagram of the simulation domain can be found in figure 4.2
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Table 4.2: Parameters used in in Sentaurus Device simulations
Parameter Value
Free Carrier Statistics Fremi-Dirac
Intrinsic carrier density 9.65x109 cm−3
Mobility Klaassen’s mobility model [18]
Auger Dziewior and Schmid [42]
Band gap narrowing Table utilizing Schenk’s BGN [15]




Selective emitter width 245µm
Contact width 45µm
Field peak doping varied
Field junction depth (Gaussian) 0.35µm
Selective peak doping 2.32x1020 cm−3
Selective junction depth (Gaussian) 0.35µm
External Rs for grid loss 0.4 Ω-cm2
4.4 Simulation results
In our Synopsys TCAD simulations we varied the emitter peak doping from 5e19 to 3e20
cm−3 and the effective Schottky barrier height from 1 to 3 eV for two groups of simulations.
One group had a HE while the other group has a SE, other than one group having a selective
emitter the two sets of simulations were identical. The results of these simulations give us
an idea of what efficiency benefit a selective emitter provides for a paste whose contact
resistance follows Schottky type behavior of a given barrier height. In addition, we propose
that this method can be used to optimize selective emitter design considering current paste
limitations. The results of the simulations can be found in figure 4.3.
As the effective barrier height decreases, our simulations predict that the HE solar cell
efficiency rises and approaches that of SE. This is because the contact resistance of the










Figure 4.2: The simulation domain used in this work
Table 4.3: Comparison of the best device simulations for HE and Se simulations for each
effective Schottky barrier height.
Simulations Summary
ΦB,eff Jsc (mA/cm
2) Voc(V) FF (%) Eff (%)
1 eV
Selective 37.34 0.637 79.8 18.97
Homogeneous 37.41 0.639 79.2 18.94
1.5 eV
Selective 37.34 0.637 79.8 18.97
Homogeneous 37.36 0.637 79.5 18.92
2.0 eV
Selective 37.34 0.637 79.7 18.96
Homogeneous 37.31 0.635 79.3 18.78
2.5 eV
Selective 37.34 0.637 79.6 18.92
Homogeneous 37.03 0.625 79.8 18.49
3.0 eV
Selective 37.34 0.637 77.7 18.39
Homogeneous 36.79 0.620 79.7 18.17
resistance even for large barrier heights, so it does not benefit from a further reduction in
ρc. Table 4.3 shows the cell parameters of the best HE and SE device simulations for each
barrier height. The Benefit of implementing a SE cell design decreases from a maximum
benefit 0.43 % at a barrier height of 2.5 eV to virtually no benefit at 1.0 eV.
4.5 Conclusions
We have demonstrated that the use of an effective barrier height model to approximate
contact behavior of screen printed Ag pastes on crystalline silicon solar cells is justified.
Further, using this approximation we explore the efficiency benefit a selective emitter pro-
vides for different effective barrier heights. For the screen printed pastes available during
most of this thesis work, a selective emitter can provide roughly 0.5% efficiency advantage
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Selective EmitterHomogeneous Emitter
Figure 4.3: Efficiency (left) and FF (right) versus peak doping in the field emitter
over a homogeneous emitter. However as screen printing pastes improve and the effective
barrier height approaches 1.0 eV the efficiency benefit of a selective emitter has essentially
vanished. For this reason simulations showing the path towards higher efficiency devices
will be developed and shown in later chapters.
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CHAPTER V
A REVIEW OF LASER DOPING IN SI
5.1 Introduction
Laser doping is an attractive process for semiconductor processing because it allows selective
regions to be doped by locally heating them in conjunction with a dopant source. This is
advantageous from a thermal budget point of view and also is much simpler than a typical
photolithography process. For solar cells, laser doping provides a simple way to heavily
dope selective regions beneath grid lines to reduce the contact resistance and allows the
field region to be lightly doped to minimize recombination without sacrificing good contact
properties. In this chapter a review of laser doping in silicon is given. First, the beginnings
of laser doping is discussed followed by a review of the mechanism of laser doping and
defects created by laser doping of Si. Finally, a review of solar cell structures that have
used laser processing/doping is given to put into context the work carried out in this thesis.
5.2 Beginnings of Laser Doping
The first time a PN junction was created via laser doping was in 1968 when IBM (Fairfield
and Schwuttke) used a paint on phosphorus source and a ruby laser (λ = 6943Å) to P
dope a polished boron doped Si wafer to create diodes using several different pulse powers
[65]. However, it wasn’t until a series of Soviet papers were written in 1974-1976 that great
interest was generated in the laser doping process [66]. Shtyrkov et al showed that the
amorphous region created by ion implantion in Si and GaAs can be recrystallized using a
Q-switched Nd:YAG and that the implanted dopants can be activated by the laser pulse
[67]. Similarly, Kachurin and Klimenko showed that a continuous wave, CW, laser doping
or “laser annealing” can produce similar results to pulsed laser doping [68][69]. Pulsed laser
radiation generally melts the irradiated region of the Si. The molten Si then recrystallizes
through liquid phase epitaxy at speeds up to 15 m/s [70] and dopant atoms are incorporated
into the lattice. In contrast, continuous wave lasers are generally used to heat but not melt
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Si and thus solid phase epitaxy occurs when annealing implanted Si. Obviously, with a high
enough power CW laser, sufficient heating could occur to melt the Si as well. Melting Si
can be advantageous when highly doped regions are desibrable. This is due to the higher
solubility of dopants in Si melt compared to crystalline silicon. An example of this is shown
for P and B, two of the most common dopants used in Si solar cells, in figure 5.1 where their
solid solubilities are plotted versus temperature and the solubilities in melt are included as


























Figure 5.1: Solubility of P and B in crystalline Si as a function of temperature and in Si
melt
deeper junction because of the much higher diffusivity of dopants in molten Si compared
with crystalline Si, as shown for the case of P in figure 5.2.
5.3 Laser Doping Mechanism
In laser doping, the laser pulses perform two simultaneous actions that lead to doping.
Heating the substrate and dissasociating dopant molecules in the the gas phase (if a gaseous
dopant source is used) and at the surface of the substrate. This mechanism was explained by
Deutsch et al at Lincoln Labs in a clever experiment where two lasers of different wavelengths
(193 nm and 351 nm) were used to dope Si substrates using a BCl3 gas dopant source [73].






























Phosphorus Phosphorus in melt
Figure 5.2: Diffusivity of P in crystalline Si as a function of temperature and in Si melt
Therefore, when laser doping is carried out with a 193 nm ArF laser with a BCl3 source the
possibility exists for B atoms to be liberated in gas phase and get adsorbed at the surface to
contribute to the doping as well as B atoms dissasociation at the surface. For laser doping
with the 351 nm XeF only B atoms disassociated at the surface can contribute to the
doping since BCl3 has no absorbance at that wavelength. They found that the laser doped
samples with the 193nm ArF laser had 2-3 times lower sheet resistance than those doped
with the 351nm XeF laser using the same pulse powers with each laser. Therefore, gas
phase and surface disassociation play an important role in the laser doping process. Slaoui
et al, performed a similar experiment using an excimer laser and a PF5 gaseous dopant
source [74]. They found that PF5 shows no absorption at the excimer lasers wavelength
(193 nm). However, when doping was carried out in a chamber with successively higher
PF5 pressures, the sheet resistance kept decreasing, implying that adsorption of dopant
containing molecules onto the heated Si surface plays an important role in supplying dopant
to the surface even when the dopant source is transparent to the radiation.
The melt depth and duration of melting are dependent on material parameters such
as the density, melting temperature, latent heat heat of melting, thermal conductivity and
specific heat for crystalline and liquid Si. Obviously, how the material interacts with the
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laser (reflectance (T) and absorption (T))used is also important. Unamuno and Fogarassy
used the finite differences method to model the melting of Si under laser radiation and
found reasonable agreement with experiment [75]. Their model accurately predicts the
melt depth and duration. Figure 5.3 shows the results of their simulations of how pulse
power and wavelength affects the melt depth as a function of time. Not surprisingly, higher
Figure 5.3: Calculations crystalline Si melt depth and duration for λ = 193 and 308 nm
for several laser fluences for a 20 ns pulse. Used with permission [75]
pulse powers deliver more energy and heat and thus more melting, the 193 nm wavelength
radiation produces a slightly deeper junction depth for each pulse power compared with
the 308 nm wavelength. This is due to the stronger absorption of 193 nm light compared
with 308 nm. The effect of pulse duration on the melt depth and melt duration was also
explored and can be seen in figure 5.4. The simulations reveal that longer pulses lead to
longer melt times and smaller melt depths
Since the diffusivity of dopant in liquid Si is so high, one might expect that the junction
depth would be the same as the melt depth. However,some simulations have predicted
that the boron junction depth for a certain range of laser pulse energies should actually
be less than the melt depth [76]. They explain that the junction depth does not have to
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Figure 5.4: Calculations crystalline Si melt depth and duration for 20 and 50 ns pulses
with λ = 193 for several laser fluences. Used with permission [75]
coincide with the melt depth if the melt front velocity (the speed at which molten Si is
recrystallizing) is much greater than than the diffusion of dopant atoms. Figure 5.5 shows
the laser fluences in which it is predicted that the junction depth may or may not coincide
with the melt depth for a 30ns pulse. The pulse energy, repetition rate and laser raster
speed together determine the amount of melting on a given region of Si as well the number
of times an area will be melted and how much dopant is incorporated into the surface.
Up until now, only laser doping with a gaseous dopant source is discussed, which is an
effective method but it requires a vacuum chamber and mass flow controllers in conjunction
with the laser system and is thus a rather cumbersome method especially for the application
in solar cell where only one device per wafer is made. The alternative to a gaseous dopant
source is a spin on liquid source or evaporated solid source. Zhang et al proposed using a
boron doped spin-on-glass (SOG) and found that it works quite well [77]. They were able
to create diffusion profiles with peaks near the solubility limit. Similarly, P laser doping
using P509 SOG from Filmtronics has been used as a laser doping source [78]. A diagram
depicting the proposed laser doping process for a spin on liquid source dopant is shown in
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Figure 5.5: Relationship between melt depth and junction depth for B laser induced diffu-
sion in Si figure from [76] with permission.
figure 5.6.
Figure 5.6: Proposed laser doping process. from left to right, first the laser pulse strikes
the surface of the wafer and dopant,some of which is vaporized. As the surface is heated
adsorbed dopant atoms dissasociate and begin to diffuse into the substrate. Gaseous dopant
atoms can also be disassociated and then land on the surface and contribute to laser doping.
After the surface cools the laser irradiated region now incorporates some of the dopant atoms
from the spin on source.
5.4 Laser Induced Defects
The first reports of laser induced defects in semiconductors was in 1965 when Birnbaum et
al 1965 explored the effect of ruby laser irradiation on polished Si, Ge, GaAs, GaSb, InSb
and InAs [79]. They observed parallel cracks on the surface of the wafer after irradiation.
The cause of these cracks was later determined to be thermal shock and it was also found
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Table 5.1: Comparison of defects found by DLTS in Ruby and Nd:YAG irradiated Si [82]
Laser Type Deep Level E1 Deep Level E2 Deep Level E3
Nd:YAG
Ec (eV) Ec-0.32 Ec-0.45 Ec-0.53
σn (cm
−2) 8*1016 2*1016 6*1016
Ruby
Ec (eV) Ec-0.32 Ec-0.43 Ec-0.58
σn (cm
−2) 4.4*1016 1.4*1016 5*1015
that surface treatments on the wafers play an important role in defect formation, for ex-
ample polished surfaces are much more susceptible to laser damage [80]. Even when no
laser damage is visible, bulk lifetime degradation in Czochralski and float-zone Si has been
observed after irradiation by ruby laser. The electrically active defects created by laser
radiation can be detected by DLTS [81] and are largely similar for damage from similar
wavelength lasers as can be seen in table 5.4 [82]. The same defect levels are seen in ArF
radiation as in the Nd:Yag and ruby laser case as well as two additional defects at 0.18
and 0.25 eV which have very low concentration. In this discussion only electron traps are
highlighted because in solar cell applications throughout this thesis, laser doping is carried
out on n type Si. However, laser doping does give rise to hole traps as well. Defects have
been reported without visible damage, it is largely believed that most defects are created
during epitaxial regrowth of the molten Si.
5.5 Laser Doping in Crystalline Si Solar Cells
Laser doping in silicon solar cells goes as far back as 1980 when solar cells were created by
laser doping a boron emitter using a gaseous source on a n type substrate [83], achieving an
efficiency on 9.6%. In these solar cells the entire emitter was formed by laser doping, in most
current devices that use laser doping the laser doped region is only beneath the contacts.
This type of cell design is called a selective emitter. The benefit of a selective emitter is the
ability to simultaneously optimize the device for optimum contact properties by tailoring the
selective diffusion beneath the gridlines and minimizing emitter recombination by lowering
the doping in the field emitter. The benefits of selective emitters are further discussed in
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chapter 7. The precursor to most modern laser doped solar cells is the laser grooved solar
cell developed by Wenham in his PhD work at UNSW [84]. In this cell design, seen in figure
5.7, laser grooves are formed after P diffusion and oxidation. Then a heavier diffusion is
performed to form a n++ region in the laser opened grooves while the rest of the emitter
is masked by the thermal oxide. The heavily diffused regions are then plated with Ni/Cu,
conveniently the thermal oxide acts as a plating mask to keep the plated metal off of the
field emitter. However when surface damage or organic contamination is present the thermal
oxide can not entirely protect the region between the contacts from being plated [85], this
phenomenon is called background plating. A similar device design is the double sided buried
Figure 5.7: Schematic of buried contact solar cell [86]
contact DSBC solar cell. Which is similar to the buried contact solar cell except that the
rear side of the device is also laser scribed and then boron diffused and plated at the time as
the n++ contact. The advantage of this design in over the standard buried contact design
is that now most of the rear side of the device is passivated, lowering the Jo of the device.
Another benefit of this design is that the device can be bi-facial, which means that the
device can be illuminated from both sides. A diagram of a DSBC cell is shown in 5.8. A
slight modification of the DSBC cell design is the interdigitated back contact IBBC cell
design. This device is the same as the DSBC device except that it contains the n++ and
p++ contacts on the rear side so that none of the device is shaded by the metal contacts.
The IBBC device design can be found in figure 5.9.
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Figure 5.8: Schematic of double sided buried contact solar cell [87]
Figure 5.9: Schematic of interdigitated buried contact solar cell [88]
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The previous buried contact cell structures discussed employed laser processing but were
not truly laser doped. The laser was only used to create channels which were then diffused
in a tube furnace. The next structure discussed in this section was also developed at UNSW
and employs true laser doping [89] , it is a logical follow up to the buried contact solar cell.
The so called laser doped selective emitter cell, LDSE, can be seen in figure 5.10. This
Figure 5.10: Schematic of Suntech Pluto cell [90]
device design only differs slightly from the standard screen printed solar cell production
sequence so that existing production lines can be converted to this process [90]. The laser
grooved and laser doped solar cells have the advantage of narrow finger widths, which lead
to reduced front surface shading and higher Jsc. The narrower finger widths are possible
because the width of the finger is largely determined by the opening the laser makes. While
screen printed contacts finger width are dependent on the properties of the Ag paste and
of the screen and printer used. The processing all the way up through SiN deposition is the
same as in a standard screen printed solar cell. However, after SiN deposition the LDSE
process flow is completely different to incorporate the laser doping and plating steps. The
production sequence for a LDSE cell can be seen in figure 5.11.
A similar approach is laser chemical processing or LCP. The LCP method couples a
laser beam into a liquid jet of dopant through a nozzle with is rastered over the wafer. The
beam is limited to the spot size of the liquid jet due to total internal reflection [91]. The
main difference between this method and the laser doping method developed UNSW is that
LCP does not require a dopant spin on step. LCP has been tested with 532 and 1064nm
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Figure 5.11: Process differences in LDSE cells and standard screen printed cells
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lasers, with better performance coming from the 532nm laser [91]. The work on LCP has
resulted in an industrial tool available at Rena corporation.
Figure 5.12: Diagram of LCP apparatus [92]
Yet another method for laser doping in crystalline Si solar cells is the laser transfer
method. In this technique a dopant such as antimony or phosphorus is applied to a trans-
parent substrate which is then held above a wafer with the dopant side down [93][94]. As
the laser rastered over the glass slide dopant is transferred to the wafer and incorporated
into the molten silicon created by the same pulsed that liberated it from the transparent
substrate. This process is shown schematically in figure 5.13. One benefit of this process is
that it does not require any wet processing. A schematic of the process is shown in 5.13
Laser doping with plating is an attractive option for high efficiency solar cells, but it has
not caught on much in industry partly due to costs of disposal of plating bath waste and
various other problems with the plating process. Perhaps, the simplest way to create a laser
doped selective emitter is to use the P in the SiO2:P2O5 that is left over from the emitter
diffusion as the P source [52]. This method only requires a single additional step compared
with a standard screen printed solar cell. This is demonstrated in figure 5.14 Additionally,
adding on a laser process step is rather cheap since the only cost is to purchase the laser and
maintain it. This process has produced 0.5% efficiency enhancement over standard screen
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Figure 5.13: Diagram of laser transfer process [92]
Figure 5.14: Process sequence for add on laser selective emitter solar cells. Figure used
with permission from [52]
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printed solar cells. The main challenge in fabricating these types of devices is aligning the
screen printed front metallization to the laser doped regions and optimizing the laser doped
regions. Zhu et al proposed using an intersected laser doping pattern to avoid having to
align the screen printed fingers and laser doped regions [95]. This is achieved by printing
the Ag grid lines perpendicular to the selective emitter pattern. A diagram of this cell
structure is seen in 5.15. While this method solves the problem of alignment, it is rather
Figure 5.15: Cell structure with intersected laser doped selective emitter [95].
inelegant, the laser doped regions which have higher doping levels have a lower quantum
efficiency [96]. Therefore, the area that is laser doped and is not beneath the grid lines
should be minimized. It should be noted that for both of these approaches with P-glass
laser doping a 532 nm wavelength laser was used.
5.6 Conclusions
Laser doping in silicon is a simple and effective way to create highly doped regions in
semiconductors. This process has been shown to be capable to assist in the manufacture of
high efficiency solar cells. While most of the early work done on laser doping was carried
in the UV wavelength range, most work done on Si solar cells has been done with 532nm
frequency doubled Nd:YAG lasers. The focus on the green lasers is most likely due to the
fact that many laser doped solar cells have Ni and Cu plated contacts and Ni is a fast
diffuser in Si [97]. Green laser radiation has a longer absorption length than UV radiation
[6] and therefore creates a deeper junction when used for laser doping. However, since screen
printed contacts do not have Ni a deeper junction is not required. Therefore, in this work
UV laser is explored for doping in Si solar cells in conjunction with screen printed contacts.
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CHAPTER VI
DEVELOPMENT AND OPTIMIZATION OF UV LASER DOPING OF
PHOSPHORUS AND BORON IN SI
6.1 Introduction
In this chapter the efficacy and potential of UV laser doping in C-Si is explored. First,
the use of P and B spin on dopants as a source is investigated. The doping levels achieved
for different concentrations of these dopants are measured by sheet resistance. The widths
of the openings produced from different laser frequencies and scan speeds are determined
along with the damage created from laser doping by SEM imaging. Further, the use of a
P rich glass is explored as a dopant source. This method only requires one additional step
compared to a standard industrial process. It is shown that selective emitters by UV laser
can reduce the solar cell contact resistance and, therefore, series resistance to increase the
fill factor on high sheet resistance emitters. Finally, the role of the dead layer in the laser
doping process is investigated and the effect of laser doping on the reflectance is quantized.
Through these steps, a laser doping process is developed which will be used in the fabrication
of high efficiency solar cells in later chapters.
6.1.1 Procedures for laser doping
156 mm psuedo square, textured, p-type, Cz grown Si wafers were cleaned with hydrofluoric
acid, HF, and hydrochloric acid to remove any native oxide and metal contaminants, respec-
tively. Following the clean the wafers were diffused in a tube furnace with a POCl3 source
to create a 100 Ω/ n+ layer on the surface of the wafer. The P rich glass was then removed
from the surface of the wafer by an HF dip and different P dopant solutions were spun onto
the surface of the wafer. The dopants chosen were an aqueous 85% solution phosphoric acid
(H3PO4) and a solution of 228 g/L of phophorous acid (H3PO3) in methanol. A Coherent
AVIA diode-pumped, solid-state, Q-switched laser fequency tripled to 354.7 nm was used
to carry out the laser doping. In this experiment the pulse power scan speed and dopant
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Figure 6.1: Cell structure with intersected laser doped selective emitter [98]
source were varied. To vary the power with this laser the pulse repetition rate was changed,
the relationship between the repetition rate and the power output is seen in figure 6.1. For
each condition, a box shape of about 1cm x 2cm was laser doped by overlapping pulses to
create a continuously doped sheet. The amount of overlap of each pulse varies with the
pulse rate and with the scan speed, an example of how the pulse overlap can change with
scan speed is seen in figure 6.2. After laser doping, the dopant was rinsed off of the wafers
in a DI dump-rinser and dried. The sheet resistance of each laser doped box was then
measured to determine the doping effectiveness of each laser condition. Sheet resistance is
defined as
ρ/t (6.1)
where ρ is resistivity and t is thickness, in general a low sheet resistance implies a heavily
doped layer. However, A lightly doped deeply diffused layer could also have a low sheet
resistance.
6.1.2 Results
The results of the experiment can be seen in figure 6.3. It is clear that higher pulse energies
and slower scan speeds create a more highly doped layer. Phosphoric and phosphorous acid
are both suitable P dopants and produce similar sheet resistance layers after laser doping.
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Figure 6.2: Pulse overlap change with scan speed for an example repetition rate of 180 khz
for (a)3000 mm/s,(b)1000 mm/s,(c)500 mm/s,(d)100 mm/s
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Figure 6.4: Passivated rear contact solar cell with locally diffused boron regions on the
rear.
There is also a trend for the reference regions with no dopant added to have a decreasing
sheet resistance with slower scan speeds within each pulse power. This is likely due to a
redistribution of dopants in the 100 Ω/ tube diffusion prior to laser processing, with the
post laser annealed profile being slightly deeper than the pre-annealed profile. The 60 khz
reptition rate produces the most heavily doped layers of all the repetition rates explored.
However, without any spin on dopant present the sheet resistance skyrockets after laser
irradiation. This indicates that this laser condition as actually so powerful that it is able
to remove part of the diffused layer and is probably creating damage to the substrate. In
conclusion, higher pulse energies are more effective at producing highly diffused regions but
may create damage to the surface of the emitter.
6.2 Laser doping of textured crystalline Si with spin on B dopants and
UV laser
While phosphorous laser doping can be used to create a selective emitter in p-type solar
cells, boron laser doping could also be used in fabrication of advanced solar cells with a
dielectric passivated rear side and locally doped contacts, cell structure shown in figure 6.4.
Boron laser doping could also be used to create a selective emitter on n type solar cells with
a Boron emitter to fabricate high efficiency n-base cells. Similar to the previous experiment,
textured p-type Cz wafers were employed to test the efficacy of UV laser doping of Boron
on textured Si. Two boric acid concentrations solutions were used, one with 228 g/L boric
acid in methanol and one with 114 g/L boric acid in methanol. The solutions were spun
onto the wafers after an HF dip. Laser doping was carried out using the same UV laser
system previously discussed. The resulting sheet resistances from B UV laser doping are
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Figure 6.5: Sheet resistance vs laser power, scan speed and boric acid concentration
seen in 6.5. Similar to P dopants, the B laser doped regions that received the highest pulse
energy have the lowest sheet resistance. At 150 khz the sheet resistance is around 130
Ω/ which is essentially just the sheet resistance of the entire wafer. Since P type wafers
were used for this test, the resistance of the laser doped region and the bulk of the wafers
are measured in parallel. Therefore the measured values are lower than the actual sheet
resistance values. There is no consistent trend as to why the higher concentration boric acid
solution gives lower sheet resistance values for pulse energies below 150 µJ/pulse. However
at 220 µ J/pulse the higher concentration boric acid solution consistently gives a lower sheet
resistance.
6.3 Understanding and Control of Opening widths after laser doping
Laser doping with spin on dopants has been shown to be compatible with high efficiency
industrial plated contact solar cells [99]. In a solar cell with laser doped and plated contacts
the determining factors in the width of the grid lines is the opening in the SiN anti-reflection
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coating and the width of the plated deposit. It is therefore important to characterize how
the width of the opening varies with different laser parameters. Because the laser has a
Gaussian shape, as the laser pulse power changes different fractions of the pulse contain
enough energy to melt Si and remove the SiN layer above it. This concept is explained
in figure 6.6. The measured finger widths shown in figure 6.7 were measured by optical
Figure 6.6: Diagram depicting why the opening width varies with pulse power.
Figure 6.7: Measured opening width versus pulse power and scan speed.
microscope after laser doping on textured Si wafers with PECVD SiN on the front side that
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received the laser doping. As expected higher pulse energies give larger finger widths and
slower scan speeds also increase the finger widths compares with fast scan speeds.
6.4 SEM investigation of laser doped regions
Textured Si samples were scribed in a line pattern using the same UV laser as in the
previous work with pulse repitition rates of 60,80,100,120 and 150 khz all at a scan speed
of 250 mm/s. After laser scribing, the wafers were cleaved and cross-sections of the laser
scribed regions were explored in a Zeiss Ultra60 FE-SEM. The SEM images can be seen in
figure 6.8. The 60 and 80 khz repetition rates clearly are too powerful and create extensive
damage to the surface of the wafer. This is consistent with the observed increase in sheet
resistance for these repetition rates in figure 6.3 when no external dopant is present. The
laser pulses literally blow away the existing emitter layer. The damage created in this
regime is not suited for a high performance laser doped device despite its ability to create
highly doped regions. At the 100 khz repetition rate, the laser operation does not appear to
be stable. At irregular intervals deep holes are left in the surface of the wafer. This effect
is assumed to be due to a ”missing pulse” where the laser misses a pulse and therefore the
population inversion achieved in the laser cavity is much higher for the next pulse and next
pulse is significantly more powerful than the other pulses. This pulse is extremely powerful
and creates a conical shaped hole over 30 µm deep. This phenomenon was only seen in the
100 khz rep. rate. Therefore, this condition is avoided in all other work because the holes
caused by the missing pulse are most likely not laser doped and would therefore present a
shunt path between the n++ selective emitter and the p type base. The 120 khz rep. rate
produces a smooth surface without much visible damage and without craters from missing
pulses. It appears that this condition which produces a pulse energy of roughly 70 µJ/pulse
contains enough energy to melt the Si pyramids and leave a smooth surface but not so much
energy that Si is removed from the surface. At 150 khz ( 40 µJ/pulse) the Si pyramids
begin to melt but not completely. Thus, only the 120 and 150 khz rep. rates for UV laser
doping gave an acceptable surface for Si device fabrication.
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Figure 6.8: Cross sectional SEM images of textured laser scribed Si.
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6.4.1 Conclusions of the feasibility of plated contact cells by pulsed UV laser
radiation and spin on dopants
In conclusion, a UV laser system is not well suited for creating selective emitters with a spin
on dopant for plated contact cells. The 60 and 80 khz rep. rates produce acceptable doping
levels but they create too much damage and the line width of over 100 µm is unacceptable.
It should be noted the the line width could be reduced by changing the optics of the laser
system. At the 100 khz rep. rate the laser is unstable and creates deep holes in the wafers
and unsuited for device fabrication. The 120 and 150 khz rep. rates create an acceptable
surface for device fabrication and give narrow opening widths but fail to give a high doping
level which is the aim of a selective emitter device.
6.5 Development and Optimization of Laser doping textured crystalline
Si with P-glass source
After concluding that a pulsed UV laser system is not well suited for the manufacture of high
efficiency solar cells by means of a spin on dopant, the feasibility of using the P-glass(that
is a product of POCl3 diffusion) was explored. This process is more elegant than spin on
dopant method in that does not require the purchase of an additional P source because
the P-glass that is a natural byproduct of standard P-diffusion used for lightly doped field
region. Additionally, spin on dopants are generally used in conjunction with plated contacts
which have not been widely adopted in industry because of the challenges associated with
background plating and nickel shunting. Using the P-glass as the dopant source only adds
one additional low-cost processing step and is compatible with industry standard screen
printed contacts.
6.5.1 Laser doping on an industrial type emitter
In this experiment 156 mm textured P type Si wafers were cleaned in HF and HCl and then
diffused in a tube furnace with a POCl3 source. The diffusion resulted in a roughly 63Ω/
diffused layer and a P rich SiO2 glass on the surface. Boxes were then laser doped using
the same tools and methods described in the previous sections and the sheet resistance
was meausred. The results of the experiment are seen in figure 6.9 Wafers from the same
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Figure 6.9: Sheet resistance produced from laser doping under different rep. rates and scan
speeds on an industrial type emitter.
Jsc(mA/cm2) Voc (V) FF (%) Eff. (%) Rs (Ω-cm2) Rsh(Ω-cm2)
60 Khz 26.6 0.596 58.7 9.3 4.02 130.05
80 Khz 29.5 0.615 60.3 11.0 3.69 143.43
120 Khz 33.1 0.624 78.6 16.2 0.65 4357.77
150 Khz 33.4 0.624 78.7 16.4 0.58 2863.52
No Laser 35.5 0.625 78.5 17.4 0.64 4880.38
Table 6.1: IV Data from UV laser doping on a typical industrial type solar cell
experiment were laser doped in a pattern identical to the front Ag-grid pattern for the
front Ag paste. The laser doped regions were roughly 500 µm wide to allow for sufficient
room for alignment during the Ag screen printing step. After laser doping the wafers were
cleaned in HF and edge isolated. Following edge isolation the SiN anti-reflection coating
was deposited by low frequency PECVD. Finally, Ag paste was screen printed on the front
and Al paste was screen printed on the rear of the wafer and the wafer was fired in a belt
furnace with a peak temperature around 750oC. Process shown in figure 6.10. The finished
device results are shown in table 6.1. The 60 and 80 khz laser doped solar cells gave very
low cell efficiency (¡12%) due to shunt resistance values, suggesting that the Ag paste may
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Figure 6.10: Process sequence for laser doped selective emitter cells.
have shorted the n++ selective emitter to the p type base. This is not surprising given
the amount of damage that was seen from these conditions in figure 6.8. This shunt is
most likely caused by the laser thinning or removing the emitter layer in various regions,
exposing the base. The proposed shunt path is shown in figure 6.11. Devices made with a
120 and 150 khz laser doped selective emitter showed no signs of shunting and had similar
Voc and FF to the reference cell with no selective emitter. However, these selective emitter
devices had poor Jsc compared with the reference because of poor response in the laser
doped regions. As a result, cell efficiency was lower for the 150 khz laser doped cells in
spite of slight improvement in improved fill factor and series resistance over the reference
cells with no laser doping. Since the wafers were printed with the same Ag paste using
the same screen, we assumed that the slight reduction in the series resistance is due to
reduced contact resistance and not due to finger conductivity. The resistance due to carrier
travel through the emitter sheet should also reduce the series resistance, however, the series
resistance for the 120 khz laser doped sample is the same as the reference so this effect does
not seem to be large. This further justifies the assumption that the 150 khz samples have
reduced contact resistance. Further proof of reduced contact resistance is given in later
chapters. This result demonstrates that UV laser doping can be used to improve contact
properties in textured Si solar cells.
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Figure 6.11: Shunt path created from excessive power pulse.
6.5.2 Laser doping on lightly doped emitter
In section 6.5.2, it was demonstrated that laser doped selective emitters can reduce series
resistance on a solar cell with a highly doped (60 Ω/) industrial type emitter. However,
these emitters have good contact properties even without a selective emitter. In this section,
the previous experiment will be repeated on lightly doped emitters that have poor contact
properties without a selective emitter. Similar wafers as used in the previous experiment
were cleaned and then diffused in a tube furnace to obtain to 90 Ω/. Several samples were
set aside to have a test pattern laser doped so that the sheet resistance could be measured
while others were laser doped selectively by driving in the P-glass in the pattern of the front
grid lines. The remaining wafers received no laser doping and served as a reference. All of
the wafers that did not receive the test pattern were then edge isolated, AR coated, screen
printed and fired. The sheet resistance measurements on the test wafers are summarized in
figure 6.12. Figure 6.12 reveals that laser doping on the high sheet resistance emitter has
different behavior than on an industrial emitter. As the pulse power decreases the sheet
resistance increases much more than on the industrial-type emitter. For example, at the
250 mm/s scan speed the sheet resistance is 20 Ω/ at the 60 khz rep. rate and increases
to 45 Ω/ at the 150 khz rep. rate. For the baseline emitter the difference between these
two conditions was only 7 Ω/. The difference in doping levels between the industrial and
high-sheet resistance emitter after laser doping is likely due difference in initial doping levels
as well as the quantity of P in the glass layer. The high sheet resistance emitter examined
here has a much lower POCl3 flow rate than the industrial type emitter and as a result
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Figure 6.12: Resulting sheet resistances from various laser doping conditions.
Table 6.2: Average IV results from solar cells with high sheet resistance emitters, with and
without laser selective emitter




120 khz 43µJ 0.635 36.1 75 17.2 1.40 11842
150 khz 25µJ 0.636 36.2 74 17.1 1.67 18030
Reference 0.633 36.3 66 15.1 3.65 10385
there should be less P in the glass.
The IV results from wafers fabricated into selective emitter solar cells with 90 Ω/ field
region are shown on table 6.2. On these lowly doped emitters the laser doped samples
performed much better than the reference without a selective emitter. The performance
difference is mostly seen in the FF which is roughly 10% higher (absolute) in the selective
emitter samples. The level of defects generated due to the laser doping was not enough
to lower the Voc of the selective emitter cells using either 120 or 150 khz rep. rates. In
fact, both selective emitter conditions have an improved Voc compared with the reference,
possibly due to the the increased doping level beneath the contacts, shielding carriers from
the high recombination Si/Ag paste interface. The average Jsc of the selective emitter cells
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Figure 6.13: (a)An example TLM pad.(b) non-ideal TLM pad made from dicing solar cell.
is lower than the reference cells. This is due to a combination of lower spectral response
[96] and change in the reflectance properties in the selective emitter region. The loss in
performance due to change in reflectance is investigated in section 6.5.5. Also note that
the series resistance in the selective emitter cells is less than half of the series resistance
achieved on the same emitter without a selective emitter, indicating the benefit of selective
emitter formation over the homogeneous emitter reference cells. The contact resistance was
measured on these samples using the transmission line method or TLM [100]. In the TLM
method contacts are formed at increasing length intervals as shown in figure 6.13 and then
the resistance between each contact pad is measured. The contact resistance, Rc, and sheet





The TLM strips were created from these cells by dicing out a 1mm strip, perpendicular
to the direction of the grid lines. Since the grid lines are all spaced at the same interval,
measurements had to be made across contact pads that had one or more contact pads
between them to get increasing values of L/W. This introduces error because the derivation
of equation 6.2 assumes a layer of uniform resistance . The results of the TLM measurement,
however, still give a good indication of the contact resistance.The TLM measurements shown
in figure figure 6.14 reveals significantly lower contact resistance on the 120 and 150 khz
laser doped samples compared with the reference with respective contact resistance values
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Figure 6.14: TLM measurements on 120 and 150 khz selective emitter solar cells compared
to high sheet resistance reference without selective emitter.
of 63, 90 and 547 mΩ-cm2. In conclusion, UV laser doping reduces contact resistance on
C-Si solar cells, the resulting in an order of magnitude drop drop in contact resistance for
the 120 khz condition.
6.5.3 Investigation of the effect of selective laser doping on carrier lifetime and
the local Voc
Six inch textured Cz wafers were cleaned, P diffused and laser doped using 60, 90, 120 and
150 khz rep. rates all at 250 mm/s in a pattern that coincides with the front grid pattern
for a solar cell to ensure the same area fraction of laser doping as would be characteristic
of an actual device. After laser doping the lifetime was measured using the quasi-steady
state photoconductance method [101]. The measurement works by injecting carriers into
the wafer via a flash from a lamp that varies slowly in time compared with lifetime of the
carriers in the wafer. The excess conductivity due to the injected carriers is measured with
an inductively coupled coil. The effective lifetime contains information about the lifetime
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Since the wafers are all adjacent wafers from the same ingot and received the same texturing
and POCl3 diffusion it is reasonable to assume that the starting bulk lifetime of the wafers
is the same. Further, since laser doping only locally heats the substrate it is a reasonable
assumption that any observed change in lifetime should be attributed to changes in the
lifetime of carriers near the surface of laser doped regions. The QSSPCD measurements
were carried out before and after the laser doping step, the change in lifetime is plotted in
figure 6.15. Appreciable change in lifetime was observed after laser doping. The change in
Figure 6.15: Change in effective lifetime after the laser doping step for various laser con-
ditions.
lifetime was greatest for the 60 khz rep. rate which has been previously shown to create
excessive damage. The 150 and 120 khz conditions showed the smallest drop in τeff of only
about 25 µs compared to 50 µs at 60 khz. The drop in lifetime is due to a combination
of increased auger recombination in the laser doped layer, defects created from the laser
doping process and loss of surface passivation on top of the laser doped regions.
Further insight into how laser damage affects device performance is gained through using
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Figure 6.16: (a) picture of wafer after VocScan measurement, (b) contour plot of Vocscan
data for the field and laser doped regions.
the Vocscan tool called Correscan. A Vocscan measurement requires a finished solar cell
without the front grid lines. The Vocscan works by shining a light on a small area of the
wafer (roughly 3mm) and probing the voltage in the middle of that point with a stiff metal
wire with the device at open circuit. The light and wire simultaneously scan across the
wafer at your desired speed and resolution, mapping the Voc across the wafer. This test is
useful for probing the uniformity of passivation quality and recombination in the emitter.
In this an area with poor Voc indicates significant damage to the surface.
Wafers were prepared for correscan by the following steps: Clean in HF and HCl, POCl3
diffusion, laser doping with various rep. rates and scan speeds in boxes across the surface
of the wafer,PECVD SiN for passivation, Al paste printing and firing for rear side contact.
The Vocscan outputs a text file of x,y, Voltage values which are then plotted in matlab. A
contour plot of the results can be seen in figure 6.16. As expected, the 60 khz rep. rate
with roughly (220 µJ/pulse) exhibits the lowest Voc of all the conditions investigated. For
each rep. rate, as the scan speed increases the local Voc increases, this is clear evidence
that extra laser pulses hitting the same spot repeatedly increases the damage and limits
performance. As expected, the lower power pulses cause less damage to the surface and
have higher local Voc. For 1000 mm/s scan speed and 150 khz rep rate. the laser doped
region is almost indistinguishable from the background, indicating very little damage. In
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Figure 6.17: Resulting sheet resistance from laser doping on a 90 Ω/ emitter with and
without the P glass for 120 and 150 khz rep. rates.
summary, low rep. rates and high scan speed minimizes the damage to the emitter region
and should be chosen if possible for best performance.
6.5.4 Understanding the role of the dead layer in laser doping
POCl3 diffusions for Si solar cells often have a ”dead layer” near the highly doped surface
which is attributed to excess inactive interstitial P atoms [54]. It is possible then that these
excess P atoms could act as an additional dopant source during laser irradiation if these
atoms are driven in and activated. To determine the role of the dead layer in the laser
doping process, a batch textured Si wafers were POCl3 diffused. Following diffusion half of
the wafers had the P-glass removed with a HF dip until they were hydrophobic, each set of
wafers were then laser doped using only the 120 and 150 khz rep. rates because they have
proven to be the least damaging. The samples with no P-glass only have the dead layer
as a source for additional doping. The resulting sheet resistances from these two groups is
shown in figure 6.17. Without P-glass the sheet resistance is reduced compared with the
non laser doped regions, but only by roughly 15 Ω/ , whereas the sample with P-glass’
sheet resistance is reduced by roughly 50 Ω/. This experiment conclusively shows that the
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P-glass is the main dopant source and not the emitter dead layer, however it does appear
that the dead layer can contribute to some doping.
6.5.5 Laser doping and front surface reflectance
When creating a selective emitter for a screen printed solar cell, the width of the selective
emitter should be larger than the grid lines so that they can be aligned during the screen
printing step. We have found that 500 µm wide is about the minimum width that we can
give the selective emitter and still align to it. This is roughly 400 µm wider than a Ag grid
lines. The extra width of the selective emitter constitutes 20% of the available collective
area between grid lines for a grid line spacing of 2.1 mm and a finger width of 100µm.
Therefore, the reflectance of the laser doped selective emitter should be optimized as well
as the electrical properties if possible.
The reflectance of three finished solar cells was measured, two with UV laser selective
emitter (one with 120khz rep. rate and one 150khz) and one standard without. The
measurement was made using a system from Optronik. The tools basically consists of a
light souce, a filter wheel with roughly 10nm spectral width, an integrating sphere and
2 photodetectors. A Si photodetector is used for wavelengths between 250 and 1000 nm
and a Ge detector for 1000 to 1250nm. The results of the measurements are plotted in
6.18. The reference cell without a selective emitter has the lowest reflectance of the three
samples. This is most likely due to the pyramidal texturing not being removed by laser
doping. A useful way to quantize a reflectance measurement is by calculating the average
weighted reflectance, AWR, which is essentially the photocurrent reflected divided by the






In Eq. 6.4 R(λ) is the reflectance and a function of wavelength and S(λ) is the AM15G
spectrum. The AWR data is consistent with the images in figure 6.8 showing that the 120
khz, 70 µJ/pulse condition melts away the surface texture, resulting in a smooth surface
where as the 150 khz, 40 µJ/pulse condition rounds out the pyramids but the surface is
not completely smooth. The rougher texture of the 150 khz rep .rate laser doped regions
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Figure 6.18: Reflectance data from solar cells with a selective emitter created with 120 and
150 khz pulse repetition rates and a standard with no laser doping .
has a 0.2% lower AWR compared with 120 khz but is still 0.5% higher than the reference.
These AWR’s result in 42.6, 42.7 and 42.9 mA/cm2 of photocurrent available for the 120
khz selective emitter cell, 150 khz selective emitter cell and reference cell respectively. In
summary, the 150 khz rep. rate shows less altering the surface relative to 120 khz and,
therefore, it has superior reflectance properies.
6.6 Conclusion
This chapter deals with the fundamental understanding and formation of selective emitters
using UV laser doping in conjunction with various dopant sources. The potential and
technology for forming selective emitters by UV laser is demonstrated. It is shown that P-
glass doping for selective emitter formation is effective at producing highly doped regions,
but using spin-on dopants with a pulsed UV laser system is not very compatible with the
manufacture of high efficiency devices. For the spin on dopants there is a trade off between
the doping level and the amount of damage created. To generate highly doped regions
using the spin on dopant, high pulse powers must be used which also create damage which
kills the device performance. It is shown that with lower power UV laser radiation high
doping levels are achieved with a P-glass source while simultaneously minimizing damage
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to the surface. The resulting selective emitter layers show nearly an order of magnitude




UV LASER DOPED SELECTIVE EMITTER SOLAR CELLS
7.1 Introduction
A selective emitter is a highly diffused region beneath the grid lines in a solar cell. Selective
emitter devices can be optimized to have low contact resistance by adjusting the selective
emitter doping and to simultaneously minimize recombination in the emitter through tai-
loring the field emitter between the grid lines. This removes the compromise between good
contact and good emitter recombinatoin porperties that must be made in solar cells with a
homogeneous emitter and allows simultaneously high FF, Jsc and Voc. The selective emitter
concept has been used to create record efficiency solar cells such as the PERL (passivated
emitter rear locally diffused)cell [102].
Many technologies exist for creating selective emitters in crystalline Si solar cells. A
review of these methods is given in section 7.2. This chapter introduces the segmented
selective emitter concept to screen printed solar cells. By segmenting the selective emitter
the fraction of the emitter with heavy doping is reduced and therefore the recombination
in the emitter is reduced. The benefit of the segmented selective emitter is seen by an
increase in the short circuit current compared to a continuous selective emitter. The increase
in Jsc of segmented selective emitter cells is shown to be attributed to the response of
the regions around the grid lines by laser beam induced current (LBIC) measurements.
Additionally, segmented selective emitter devices can have similar contact resistance to
continuous selective emitter devices as demonstrated by the correscan method.
7.2 Review of selective emitter technologies
Selective emitters have been reported to increase absolute efficiency by up to 0.95% [53].
For a selective emitter technology to be industrially viable it should increase cell efficiency
through the addition of a minimal number of steps (prefereably one) whose cost is small
enough so that the price in $/W is reduced compared to devices without a selective emitter.
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In this section a review of selective emitter technologies will be given followed by a summary
of their performance.
Innovalight has developed a doped silicon ink which is screen printed onto the front
surface of the wafer before POCl3 diffusion in the pattern of the front grid lines. The
diffusion recipe is tailored so that the sheet resistance in the field region is roughly 100 Ω/
while the region beneath the doped silicon ink is less than 50 Ω/. Following diffusion the
fabrication process is identical to a standard industrial solar cell. The silicon ink is visible
to the naked eye so the screen printed grid lines can easily be aligned. Figure 7.2 shows
a cross section of the Innovalight ”Cougar Cell”. Centrotherm has demonstrated selective
Figure 7.1: Cross section of the Innovalight ”Cougar Cell” [53].
emitter formation through the use of a diffusion barrier layer. This process, seen in figure
7.2 utilizes a diffusion barrier which partially blocks diffusion between the grid lines. The
diffusion barrier is applied after wafer texturing. Laser ablation removes the barrier layer in
the regions that will become the highly doped selective emitter layer while the barrier is left
intact everywhere else. After barrier layer patterning, the laser damage is removed and the
emitter and selective emitter are formed simultaneously during POCl3 diffusion. Following
diffusion the cell processing is identical to a typical industrial Si solar cell. This process
introduces several extra steps and therefore may no be feasible for industrial application.
A similar selective emitter approach has been demonstrated by GP solar. Their process,
Figure 7.2, uses an etching paste and two diffusion steps to acheive a selective emitter. First,
a light diffusion creates a 100 Ω/ emitter. Following diffusion an etching paste is screen
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Figure 7.2: Process flow for Centrotherm’s S.E. by barrier layer patterning, steps in white
are additional compared to the standard industrial process [103].
printed onto the wafer which removes the oxide from diffusion in the regions where the grid
lines will be. After the etching paste is cleaned off a second heavier diffusion is performed
at 50 Ω/. This process requires three additional steps compared to the standard process
with one of them being a high temperature step. These additional steps are prohibitive to
this process going into manufacturing.
Varian (now owned by Applied Materials) has developed an P ion implantation technique
which achieves a selective emitter through two implantation steps and one anneal step [105].
One implantation step creates the blanket emitter across the whole front side of the wafer
while the other uses a mask so that only the regions where the selective emitter will be
receives an extra P dose. One benefit of this process is that it creates a single sided diffusion
which alleviates the need for an edge isolation step. Additionally, during the anneal step,
a thermal oxide is grown on the surface of the wafer which provides superior passivation
to SiN alone [106]. This oxide also reduces the thickness of SiN necessary to complete the
AR coating which increases throughput on the PECVD SiN step. This process is compared
with a typical process sequence in figure 7.2
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Figure 7.3: Process flow for GP Solar’s S.E. by two diffusions and etching paste patterning
compared with a standard process, steps in gray represent additional steps compared with
a standard process flow for industrial type cells [104].
The emitter etch-back is another method for creating S.E. developed by the university
of Konstanz [107]. This process employs a chemical etch to remove the highly doped surface
of the wafer in the field emitter regions. The etching solution usually comprises of a mixture
of HF/HNO3/H2O but alkaline etching solutions have also been investigated. The selective
emitter regions are protected by a screen printed etch barrier which must be removed
following the etch-back. While this process adds three additional processing steps, see
figure 7.2, all of them are with tools already existing in manufacturing and as a results
Schmid has commercialized this process and it is available today.
Finally, another method for selective emitter formation on screen printed Si solar cells
is by laser doping using the P-glass that is a byproduct of POCl3 diffusion. This method
has been reviewed in chapter 5 so it will not be reviewed in detail here. However, it
is worth noting that this method only contains a single additional step compared to a
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Figure 7.4: Varian’s implant S.E. process (a) compared with a standard industrial fabrica-
tion sequence (b). Steps in red are removed by the implantation process flow [105].
Figure 7.5: Process flow for S.E. solar cells by emitter etch-back method [107].
typical industrial step. In addition, it does not require any additional consumables per
wafer like some of the other S.E. processes (e.g. silicon ink or etch resist). The only cost
associated with including a laser doping processing step it the cost of the laser system and
it’s maintenance.
Thus far in this chapter a review of S.E. technologies that incorporate screen printed
contacts has been given. However with the rising cost of Ag, plated contacts are an appealing
alternative. Plated contacts are self aligned and usually employ a Ni barrier layer and Cu
as the main grid line component while making use of low resistance Ni silicide contact
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interfaces. These advantages have led to the development of several technologies with
plated contacts.
UNSW has developed an process using a spin on resist which is patterned by selective
inkjet deposition of diethlyine glycol [108]. Fabrication of these cells, figure 7.2 require
a thermal oxidation step, an inkjet step, a HF dip, a resist removal step and a second
diffusion in addition to that standard process flow making it an unlikely contender for
industrial application.
Figure 7.6: Process flow for UNSW’s inkjet method for selective emitter with plated
contacts [108].
The other common methods for creating plated contacts devices use laser processing and
have been described already in chapter 5, these include laser doping with a spin on dopant
such as phosphoric acid, or laser chemical processing which employs laser beam coupled
inside a liquid stream of dopant or laser transfer doping. All of these methods have identical
processing to an industrial type cell up until the SiN AR coating step. Following PECVD
SiN they each receive their perspective laser doping methods and the rear Al is screen
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printed an fired and then the front contacts are plated using a combination of Ni and Cu
plating. The challenges that must be met with plated contacts are overcoming background
plating, achieving good contact adhesion and overcoming the high cost of disposal of used
plating solutions.
A review of the IV characteristics that each of the described methods has produced is
shown in table 7.1.
Table 7.1: Review of IV characteristics from various selective emitter technologies [53, 95,
103, 52, 99, 104, 108, 91, 93, 109, 107]
S.E. method Voc(mV) Jsc(mA/cm
2) F.F. (%) Efficiency (%)
Screen Printed Contacts
Silicon Ink 637 37.6 78.9 18.9
Intersected Laser Doping 618 36.2 79.3 17.7
Oxide Mask (Laser) 633 36.9 78.1 18.2
Oxide Mask (Etch Paste) 638 37.1 79.5 18.8
Ion Implantation 641 37.2 37.5 18.7
Emitter Etch-Back 634 36.0 79.4 18.1
Laser Doping (P-glass) 629 37.1 77.2 18.0
Plated Contacts
Laser Doping (spin-on) 638 38.4 78.8 19.3
Inkjet Resist 607 33.6 80.0 16.4
LCP 631 38.1 77.5 18.6
Laser Transfer 603 39.5 73.4 17.5
7.3 Experiment
The laser employed for this research is a pulsed, frequency tripled Coherent Avia laser with
a wavelength of 355 nm. A scan head is used to raster the beam across the wafer surface in
the desired pattern, the scan speed across the wafer is 3000 mm/s and the laser spot has an
50 µm diameter and is gaussian in shape. In this work we used commercial grade 2 Ω-cm,
239 cm2, Czochralski (CZ) grown Si, P type wafers. The fabrication procedure for LDSE
cells is shown in figure 7.3. This process only varies slightly from a standard industrial
solar type cell process flow, the only additional step is laser doping. The first step in the
LDSE process is to remove the saw damage and texture the surface with pyramids to reduce
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Figure 7.7: Process flow for LDSE solar cells. Step 1: Damage Etch and texture wafer
surface Step 2:POCl3 diffusion to create the n
+ emitter Step 3:Laser doping in selective
regions to create the n++ regions Step 4:Finish the solar cell by chemical edge isolation,
PSG removal, PECVD SiN for the antireflection coating,screen printing and firing contacts
reflectance. This is followed by diffusion in a tube furnace using POCl3 as a P source. After
diffusion the Si surface is now n+ with a PSG coating. After diffusion laser doping beneath
the grid lines drives in P dopants from the PSG glass in 500 µm long strips that are spaced
about 100 µm center to center and have the width of the laser spot size. The resulting
doping profiles from POCl3 diffusion and laser doping for various laser conditions can be
seen in figure 7.3. Following laser doping the wafers go through chemical edge isolation and
PSG removal in HF. A commercial PECVD SiN tool is then used to form the antireflection
coating on the wafers before Ag and Al paste are screen printed on the front and rear of
the cell respectively. Finally the wafers are fired in a belt furnace to form the contacts and
create the p+ back surface field. Table 7.2 summarizes the IV parameters of the best and
average cells from a run of 12 wafers.
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Table 7.2: Average and Best IV characteristics, measured under standard test conditions
Voc(mV) Jsc(mA/cm
2) F.F. (%) Efficiency (%)
Average 632 36.9 79.1 18.4
Best 633 36.9 79.4 18.6
Figure 7.8: ECV Doping profiles for: the POCl3 emitter before laser doping, laser doping
profiles for various laser powers using PSG a dopant source and the result of laser irradiation
with no P source
7.4 Results and Discussion
As previously mentioned this process differs from others presented in literature because the
laser used in this research employs a UV laser where as most others have used a green laser
and this process uses a segmented selective emitter. The doping profiles generated from
the UV laser seen in figure 7.3 are quite different from those obtained by laser doping
with a green laser [52]. The deepest junction formed is only 0.4 µm deep where as junction
depths of 0.8-1 µm can be formed using a green laser. This result is not surprising since
the absorption coefficient for 355 nm uv light in Si is over two orders of magnitude larger
than for 532 nm green light [110]. The shallower junction depth provided by UV laser
doping could be advantageous because the shallower volume of high doping where Auger
recombination is high. The total active P dose for each profile was calculated by integration
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and is shown in table 7.3
Table 7.3: Active P dose for each profile. Obtained by integrating the ECV data.
Profile Dose (1015 atoms/cm2)
90 Ω/2 POCl3 emitter 1.54
180 khz, 33 µJ/pulse laser doping 2.13
180 khz, 33 µJ/pulse laser doping
(PSG removed)
1.09
150 khz, 50 µJ/pulse laser doping 2.52
120 khz, 86 µJ/pulse laser doping 3.23
It is interesting to note that the total P dose increases between 38% and 109% of the
starting POCl3 dose depending on the laser power used but when the PSG is removed before
laser doping, the total P dose goes down. This shows that the PSG is the source of the
extra P dose incorporated into the profile and not inactive dopants near the surface. The
fact that the dose goes down after laser doping without the PSG could be explained if some
of the P atoms end up in interstitial sites after laser doping. The peak doping is higher in
samples doped with the 180 khz rep. rate compared with samples doped with the 150 khz
and 120 khz rep. rate, this is because the power associated with the 180 khz rep. rate is
insufficient to melt the Si, where as at 150 khz the pyramids start to melt and at 120 khz
they are completely gone and the surface is flat. Once the Si is melted P can diffuse quickly
and redistribute the high doping level at the surface due to the high diffusivity of P in Si
melt [111]. For this reason we chose the 180 khz rep. rate in our process.
Even though the surface concentration for the laser doped selective emitter is lower than
the POCl3 emitter we see a lower contact resistance on the laser doped samples indicated
by the average cell series resistance that is three times lower on samples that are laser
doped compared with reference cells made on the same emitter with no laser doping ( 0.6
vs 2.0 Ω-cm2). This is because screen printed Ag contacts make contact to Si through
Ag crystallites that etch into Si on average 0.13 µm [60]. At this depth the POCl3 emitter
doping level is approximately 3.8x1018/cm3 where as the 180 khz rep. rate doped profile has
a P concentration of about 4x1019/cm3. This concept is demonstrated in figure 7.9, which
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shows the microscopic contact resistivity between the silver crystallites and the substrate
for these different doping profiles as a function of depth. The microscopic contact resistivity
was obtained using the Wentzel-Kramers-Brillouin [112] approximation in the thermionic
field emission regime, a Schottky barrier height of 0.78 eV was used in the calculations.
Where the dashed line drawn at ρc=10
−3mΩ -cm2 intersects each doping profile represents
the maximum depth at which good contact between the Ag crystallite and the emitter can
be formed [52]. For the POCl3 emitter profile most of the Ag crystallite would be making
contact to lowly doped Si, however for the laser doped samples the entire Ag crystallite
would make good contact to the Si, explaining the better contact in laser doped samples. It
should be noted that this contact resistance does not represent the actual contact resistance
of the whole Ag finger to the emitter but rather an approximation of the contact resistance
of the Ag crystallites to the emitter formed during contact firing. The effect of the pitch of
Figure 7.9: Microscopic contact resistivity using the Wentzel-Kramers-Brillouin approxi-
mation for the thermionic field emission regime
the selective emitter is demonstrated in table 7.4. The benefit of the segmented selective
emitter is seen in the short circuit current (Jsc) which increases as the pitch between the
selective emitter regions increases. This effect does not appear to be due to a change in
the reflectance of the wafers, the laser power used in the experiment does not alter the
pyramidal texturing of the wafers. The authors believe the current is most likely lower in
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Table 7.4: Average and Best IV characteristics for varying selective emitter pitch, measured
under standard test conditions. The selective emitter region is 500µm wide and about 50µm
thick, the longer side is the one perpendicular to the finger, 180 khz, 33 µJ/pulse laser setting
was used on these wafers
Pitch Voc(mV) Jsc(mA/cm
2) F.F. (%) Efficiency (%)
No Selective Emitter 629 37.3 72.4 17.0
50µm (overlapping) 629 36.7 79.5 18.4
100µm 629 37.0 79.7 18.5
200µm 629 37.1 79.0 18.5
samples with smaller pitch to due to traps created from laser induced defects, this effect is
currently under investigation.
Figure 7.10: LBIC map showing the response at 980 nm for a representative finger on solar
cells with 50 and 100 µm selective emitter pitch
The lower response region around the contacts due to Auger recombination and laser
induced defects can be seen in laser beam induced current (LBIC) maps, shown in figure
7.10. For samples with a 50µm selective emitter pitch, a fairly wide region of lower response
can be seen around the finger. As the pitch increases to 100 the area of the lower response
region decreases. It can be seen from the correscan plots in figure 7.11 that the line contact
resistance of samples with 50 to 100 µm pitch are very low and have roughly the same
contact resistance. This is impressive since the selective emitter coverage is roughly half for
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Figure 7.11: correscan of cells with no selective emitter and with selective emitter pitch of
50,100 and 200µm.
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the 100 µm pitch compared to the 50 µm pitch. For samples with a 200 µm pitch selective
emitter, line contact resistance is still good; however, there are a few localized regions with
higher line contact resistance. These regions are most likely the cause of the slightly lower
fill factor for samples with a 200 µm pitch selective emitter seen in table 8.1. Without
the selective emitter the contact resistance is highly non-uniform and is not sufficient for
high fill factors. Segmented selective emitters allow for improvement in response around the
grid line compared to a homogeneous selective emitter without any sacrifice in the contact
resistance.
7.5 POCl3 flow effect
The dependence of the sheet resistance in the field and laser doped regions on the POCl3
flow during diffusion is shown in figure 7.12. Reducing the POCl3 flow increases the sheet
resistance of the field regions as well as the laser doped regions. The segmented selective
Figure 7.12: Sheet resistance after diffusion and after laser doping for different POCl3
flows. The parameters used for laser doping were 180 khz and 3000 mm/s.
emitter design is robust and can achieve over 19% on all three four emitters shown in figure
7.12. With the decreasing POCl3 flow the Jsc and Voc increase however the FF begins to
drop off at 70% of the original flow as can be seen in table 7.5. Test structures were created
with a large laser doped square so that quantum efficiency measurements could be made to
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POCl3 flow Voc (V) Jsc(mA/cm
2) FF (%) Eff (%)
Standard
Best 0.637 37.46 80.0 19.08
Average 0.636 37.32 80.0 18.99
90%
Best 0.638 37.44 79.8 19.05
Average 0.638 37.35 79.8 19.00
80%
Best 0.639 37.46 79.7 19.07
Average 0.639 37.45 79.6 19.04
70%
Best 0.641 37.62 79.2 19.12
Average 0.641 37.61 78.7 18.98
compare the laser doped regions with the field regions. Figure 7.13 shows the normalized
internal quantum efficiency (NIQE) in the laser doped and field regions.
Figure 7.13: Normalized IQE in the field (a) and laser doped (b) regions of a test structure
Decreasing the POCl3 flow creates a modest increase in the short wavelength NIQE in
the field regions but produces a more pronounced increase in the laser doped regions. Thus,
in selective emitter devices current can be maximized by using a segmented selective emitter
to minimize selective emitter coverage and by tailoring the diffusion so that the difference
in short wavelength IQE of the field and selective regions is reduced.
7.6 Conclusion
In conclusion, we have demonstrated that an ultraviolet laser can be used to create a
selective emitter in the fabrication of high efficiency crystalline Si solar cells. The selective
emitter profiles created are suitable for low-ohmic contacts and that the dopant source is
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the PSG not the inactive dopants in the electrically dead layer at the surface. We find
that device performance is best when the selective emitter is segmented and not continuous
due to an increase in the Jsc. Segmented selective emitters have low contact resistance
even though only a fraction of the finger is contacting the selective emitter. We also show
that segmented selective emitter solar cells can have a more uniform response than a non-
segmented selective emitter solar cell.
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CHAPTER VIII
UV LASER DOPED SELECTIVE EMITTER SOLAR CELLS WITH
EMITTER ETCHBACK
8.1 Introduction
Removing the very highly doped surface of POCl3 diffused Si wafers via a chemical etch has
been shown to reduce the J0 of the diffused regions [107]. In the chapter 7 a solar cell with
an emitter etch-back was reviewed, in the process by the university of Konstanz a screen
printed etch resist is used to define selective emitter regions. In this chapter I show that a
similar approach can be used to further enhance the performance of the segmented selective
emitter devices introduced in chapter 7. Laser doped Si profiles have a much different profile
than furnace diffused Si as seen in fig 9.2. Laser doped profiles tend to maintain a higher
doping level deeper into the substrate than a furnace diffused profile, meaning that if the
surface of laser doped Si is etched, the resulting sheet resistance and surface concentration
are not drastically different from before the etch. It is demonstrated in this work that high
efficiency solar cells with a segmented selective emitter can be fabricated using laser doping
and an etch-back without the need for a screen printed mask. Correscan measurements
show that as etching depth increases the contacts resistance in the furnace diffused regions
increases quickly while the laser doped regions maintain an acceptable contact resistance.
Vocscan measurements reveal that the etch-back improves the local Voc in the laser doped
and furnace diffused regions. This process increases the efficiency to 19% compared to
18.6% achieved without the etch-back step.
8.2 Laser Process Optimization
Monocrystalline p-type 〈100〉 silicon wafers (Czochroaski (Cz) 2Ω-cm) were textured in an
alkaline solution after a damage removal step. Following texturing, the wafers were cleaned
by the RCA method and phosphorous diffused in a tube by a phosphorousoxychloride
(POCl3) source. The diffusion produces an n
+ P emitter with PSG on the surface of the
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wafer. The PSG is then used as a solid-state P source for laser doping. The laser used for
this process is a pulsed, frequency tripled (355 nm wavelength) Coherent Avia laser with a
scan head to raster the spot across the wafer. The laser spot size is roughly 50 µm and the
laser cross sectional power density is Gaussian in shape. Doping profiles generated by this
process on 45 and 95 Ω/2 emitters can be seen in figure 8.1. The doping profiles formed
by the 180 khz laser repetition rate keep the same junction depth as the initial profiles but
the high P concentration kink in the emitter near the surface in driven in further giving
a high doping level deeper into the substrate, while the 150 and 120 khz repetition rates
extend the junction depth and completely remove the kink in the profile resulting in a more
flat doping profile with depth. These trends can be explained by the increased melting of
silicon with decreasing repetition rate, because the laser power is inversely related to the
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Figure 8.1: Doping profiles measured by ECV for the 45 Ω/2 POCl3 diffusion, and the
selective diffusions after laser doping at 180khz-30µJ/pulse, 150khz-47µJ/pulse and 120
khz-81µJ/pulse (left) and for the corresponding profiles on the 95 Ω/2 POCl3 diffusion
(right).All laser doped regions were scanned by the laser at 3000mm/s
To investigate the amount of damage induced by laser doping, several samples with
laser doped regions created by different laser parameters were etched using the Yang etch
to expose any resulting defects [113]. Identically processed samples with and without laser
doping were then imaged by scanning electron microscopy; the resulting images can be seen
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in figure 8.2. The areas where the silicon melted due to laser exposure have more defects
areas that did not melt, however, even the areas that did not melt had more defects than
the reference sample with no laser doping.
Figure 8.2: SEM images of the surface of laser doped Si wafers before (A-D) and after
(E-H) the defect etch. A and E are reference points with no laser doping, B and F received
the 180 khz laser condition, C and G received the 150 khz laser condition,D and H received
the 120 khz laser condition
8.3 Laser Doping with Etch-Back Process
Because laser doped regions maintain a high doping level deeper in the the substrate when
compared with regions that were not laser doped, laser doped selective emitter solar cells
could benefit from an etch-back process. By removing the surface layer an etch-back process
can reduce the Auger recombination in heavily doped kink in the field diffusion, lowering
the reverse saturation current in the emitter (J0e) while maintaining a high doping level in
the laser irradiated regions. To explore the potential for this type of device, test structures
were created on wafers that received a 45 Ω/2 P diffusion and laser doping in different
regions to determine the sheet resistance as a function of etching time in the laser doped
regions and in the non laser doped regions. In addition, high lifetime samples were prepared
with the same diffusion and etching conditions but no laser doping. These samples were
passivated on both sides with SiN and fired without any metal. Following firing, J0e was













Where w is the wafer thickness, τbulk is the Schockley-Read-Hall recombination lifetime
and CA is the ambipolar bulk auger coefficient. Plotting 1/τeff − CAn2 versus n gives a
straight line whose slope is proportional to J0e. The etching solution used in this experiment
contained Nitric, Acetic and Hydrofluoric acids. Figure 8.3 demonstrates that the sheet
resistance of laser doped regions increases much more slowly with etch time compared













































































Figure 8.3: Sheet resistance vs. etch time for laser doped and non-laser doped regions for
a 50 Ω/2 POCl3 n diffusion recipe (left) and the measured J0e in the field regions vs etch
time (right)
doped region has a sheet resistance of 98 Ω/2 with a very low J0e of 69 fA/cm2 while all
the different laser doped regions have sheet resistances below 50 Ω/2. How the contact
resistance is affected by the etching process was explored using similarly processed wafers
as mentioned above. Textured p type wafers underwent a 50 Ω/2 POCl3 diffusion and
received laser doping with 120,150 and 180 khz repetition rates in different regions of the
wafer and underwent etching for various times. After etching, the wafers were coated with
PECVD SiN and printed with Ag metallization for the front and Al for the rear followed by
firing in a belt furnace by TP Solar R©. The line contact resistance of the test devices was
then measured using the Correscan tool. The correscan tool provides a way to generate a
contact resistance map across the surface of a solar cell. Using it on samples prepared with
different etch times gives us insight into the how the contact resistance changes with etching
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time. Figure 8.4 shows that the contact resistance in the laser doped regions from all three
laser repetition rates explored is good even after 110 seconds etching time and the field
diffusion is over 100 Ω/2. While the line contact resistances for all the laser doped regions
are good, we find that the 180 khz irradiated region has the lowest contact resistance most
likely because this setting melts the silicon less than the 120 and 150 khz settings. Less
melting prevents dopants near the surface from being driven much deeper into the wafer,
this trend can be seen in figure 8.1.
Figure 8.4: Correscan maps of laser doped and etched wafers after 10 (a), 30(b),70(c) and
110 (d) seconds in etching solution. The laser frequencies used to scribe the boxes labeled
in part (a) apply to parts (b),(c) and (d) as well.
The recombination in the laser doped regions was explored using the Vocscan tool.
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Figure 8.5: Vocscan map showing the effect of laser damage on the local Voc of an as
diffused (45 Ω/2 ) + laser doped(left) device and after a device that received an etch-back
for 80 seconds in a solution of Nitric, Acetic and Hydrofluoric acids (right).
This was achieved by preparing test devices on wafers diffused with the same 45 Ω/2
POCl3 diffusion recipe and laser doped with a variety of laser repetition rates and scan
speeds on the same wafer. Following laser doping, the devices received PECVD SiN and Al
printing and firing. The Vocscan tool makes a map of the open circuit voltage of a wafer
achieved by scanning a light and metal probe across the wafer at open circuit condition.
It should be noted that the light used in this apparatus is less than one sun and therefore
the voltages measured are lower than observed under standard test conditions. This test
does, however, provide a good method to compare the effect of laser doping from region to
region. The Vocscan maps for laser doped test devices are shown in figure 8.5. The devices
were identically prepared except the device on the right received a chemical etch-back for
80 seconds in a solution containing Nitric, Acetic and Hydrofluoric acids . The Vocscan
data shows that slower scan speeds and higher pulse powers (low rep. rates) create more
recombination sites at the surface of the wafer which lead to a lower local voltage around
the laser damaged region. The higher recombination resulting from high pulse energy or
slow speed could be from recrystallization defects when the Si is melted. Low pulse energy
and fast scan speed minimize the thermal budget on the surface thereby decreasing the
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probability of defect formation. From our tests we conclude that UV laser doping should
be carried out at low pulse energies (< 40 µJ/pulse) and high scan speeds (500 mm/s or
greater). For a well optimized laser doped region we see that the local Voc is only around
10mV lower than the field for both the etched and non etched samples. It is interesting
to note that the local Voc increases with the etch-back time for the optimized settings to
almost the same extent as the field diffusion even on the etch-back sample where the sheet
resistance in the laser doped regions is about 50 Ω/2 less than the field. In summary, we
find that damage in UV laser doped silicon can be minimized by choosing a high repetition
rate and low pulse power along with a high scan speed, and that laser doped regions can
maintain low contact resistance even after long etch times.
8.4 Device Optimization
Laser doped selective emitter (LDSE) solar cells were created using the optimized laser and
etching parameters described previously. For this experiment we used 2 Ω-cm p type Cz
wafers to create a LDSE cell with a segmented selective emitter. The abbreviated process
flow can be seen in figure 8.6. Four groups of wafers were processed identically using the









Figure 8.6: Process flow for LDSE solar cells. Step 1: Damage etch and texture wafer
surface Step 2:POCl3 diffusion to create the n
+ emitter Step 3:Laser doping in selective
regions to create the n++ regions Step 4:Chemical edge isolation, etch-back and PECVD
SiN (not shown to minimize figure size) Step 5: Screen printing and firing
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same 45 Ω/2 POCl3 diffusion used in the previous experiments described in this work. After
diffusion, three groups received segmented laser doping, each with a different segment pitch.
Using a laser repetition rate of 180khz and scan speed of 3000 mm/s, doping was applied
with segment pitch varied from from 50 µm (complete overlap) to 200 µm. Following laser
doping the samples were chemically etched for 90 sec using the solution described above. A
fourth group of wafers were used as a control with no laser doping along with a group of cells
that received a industrial type 65 Ω/2 POCl3 emitter and no laser doping. All of the wafers
were chemically edge isolated before applying PECVD SiN for the anti-reflection coating.
Metallization was achieved by screen printing Ag front and Al rear contacts followed by
firing. The effect of the segmented selective emitter pitch is seen in table 8.1. By using
Table 8.1: Average light IV characteristics for varying selective emitter pitch. The selective
emitter region is 500 µm wide and about 50 µm thick, with the longer side perpendicular
to the gridline. The laser rep. rate was 180 khz for a power of 33 µJ/pulse and cells were
measured under STC using a Fraunhofer calibrated secondary standard.
Pitch Voc(mV) Jsc(mA/cm
2) F.F. (%) Efficiency (%)
50µm (non
segmented)
Best 643 37.1 79.0 18.8
Average 642 37.1 78.3 18.6
100µm
Best 644 37.4 79.0 19.0
Average 643 37.3 78.4 18.8
200µm
Best 641 37.3 78.2 18.7
Average 642 37.3 77.5 18.6
Industrial Type
Emitter
Best 631 37.0 80.0 18.7
Average 631 37.0 79.8 18.6
No Selective
Emitter
Average 634 33.0 32.5 6.8
a segmented selective emitter we were able to minimize the lower response, laser damaged
region and increase the average Jsc by 0.2 mA/cm
2 compared with a non-segmented select
emitter (50 µm pitch) while maintaining the fill factor (FF) at 79%. It is interesting to note
that the cell Voc remains virtually constant throughout the four groups of cells despite the
increasing selective emitter coverage (decreasing pitch). The trend of the FF is as expected:
with decreasing selective emitter pitch the FF increases because more of the finger is in
contact with the highly doped region. The normalized internal quantum efficiency (IQE)
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is plotted in the short wavelength range in figure 8.7. The blue-response of the etch-back
emitter is clearly superior to that of the industrial type emitter, though the Jsc is roughly
the same because the etch-back cells have higher shading because the front grid has 9
more fingers than the industrial type cell. The response of the segmented selective emitter
vs homogeneous selective emitter is more similar than would be expected because of the
difference in Jsc measured from the light IV curve. The authors believe this discrepancy























50 μm pitch (not segmented)
65 Ω/◻ POCl emitter
Figure 8.7: Short wavelength IQE for a segmented selective emitter cell, a non-segmented
selective emitter cell and an industrial type cell
current, a 0.2% absolute efficiency boost is achieved when compared with non-segmented
laser doped selective emitter cells and 0.3% over an industrial type emitter solar cell.
8.5 Conclusion
Here, we present a novel method of selective emitter formation via UV laser doping. We
have shown by SEM investigations that UV laser doping of Si creates defects near the
surface.These defects lead to a lower local surface voltage compared with the field diffusion.
We have found that laser pulse power less than 40µJ/pulse and scan speed greater than
500 mm/s are optimum for minimizing damage while doping sufficiently for low resistance
contact. Even with optimized laser parameters, the laser doped regions have lower response
than the field so we introduce a novel segmented selective emitter cell design which takes
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advantage of the low resistance ohmic contacts of a selective emitter while minimizing
defect and Auger recombination. Further we combine this method with an emitter etch-
back process to achieve very low J0e while maintaining low resistance ohmic contacts. UV
laser doped selective emitters are shown to provide low-ohmic contacts on emitters that are
otherwise not contactable. We demonstrate that a segmented selective emitter design can
give a 0.2% absolute efficiency gain over a non segmented selective emitter and 0.3% over
a industrial type emitter solar cell.
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CHAPTER IX
DEVICE OPTIMIZATION FOR SCREEN PRINTED
INTERDIGITATED BACK CONTACT SOLAR CELLS
9.1 Review of numerical modeling of interdigitated back conact solar
cells
The interdigitated back contact (IBC) solar cell was introduced in 1977 by Lammert and
Schwartz [115]. The device design places alternating p+ and n+ diffused regions on the rear
side of the device. A schematic of the IBC structure is shown in figure 9.1. Completely
Figure 9.1: The IBC device architecture. Taken from [115].
rear contacted solar cells have several advantages over traditional cell architectures with
contacts on the front and rear of the device. The most obvious benefit is that there is no
shading on the front of the device due to metallization. Additionally, with a rear contacted
cell the contacts can be made large to minimize series resistance without paying a penalty
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in shading losses as in a front contact device. Further, contact spacing can be made small
without increasing shading. Small contact spacing allows for the use of high-sheet resistance
lightly diffused emitters which have a lower emitter reverse saturation current (J0e).
When the IBC was introduced it was proposed for use as a concentrator cell, however
today it is in manufacturing for 1 sun use by Sunpower Corp. Not many details were given
in Lammert and Schwartz initial paper on the device architecture on how they modeled the
device other than that they used Boltzmann statistics, the mobilities were constant, the
junctions were treated as ideal, space charge quasi-neutrality holds in the bulk region and
no photons were reflected from the front surface. Their initial analysis predicted a 1-sun
efficiency of 20% was possible and that 24% was possible at 300 suns.
In 1986 a variant of the IBC design called the point contact solar cell (PCSC) was
introduced [116]. The PCSC differs only from the IBC in that the emitter and base regions
are only contacted in points rather than the full area of the diffused regions. The PCSC cell
design is seen in figure 9.2. The advantage of the PCSC over the IBC is that the fraction of
Figure 9.2: The PCSC device architecture. Taken from [116].
the rear Si surface that has the highly recombinative metal/Si interface is greatly reduced.
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This reduction in metal/Si interface area results in an improvement in the cell Voc. Three
dimensional modeling of the PCSC was carried out using an approach in which the total
recombination current is found rather than carrier densities and fluxes. This method solves
the semiconductor equations by a variational approach. The results of their numerical
analysis is that the PCSC can reach a one sun efficiency around 25% and an efficiency of
around 28% at 500 suns, a relative improvement of about 4% absolute for an optimized cell
design with small contact pitch.
More detailed simulations were carried out on IBC cells and point IBC with the aid
of a three dimensional semiconductor simulation software CADDETH on a supercomputer
[117].These simulations varied pitch, emitter area, collector area, contact area, surface re-
combination velocity and bulk life time were varied for a contact device thickness of 50 µm.
They report the contact area should be minimized with the smallest possible feature sizes
and that the device performance is highly dependent on the surface recombination velocity.
Another attempt to improve the IBC cell to replace the n+ and p+ diffused regions with
doped amorphous Si (a-Si) layers [118]. This is the so-called interdigitated back contact
silicon heterojunction (IBC-SHJ) solar cell which is shown in figure 9.3. The advantage of an
Figure 9.3: The point IBC-SHJ device architecture.
a-Si heterojunction is that it can reflect majority carriers away from the C-Si/a-Si interface
because of a-Si’s wider bandgap [119] leading to a very low recombination interface with
favorable electronic properties. To achieve these very low recombination heterojunction
interfaces a thin intrinsic a-Si is used between the doped a-Si and C-Si layer, otherwise
the reverse current is very large [120]. A unique feature of IBC-SHJ cell is that if the
intrinsic layer is not grown properly the IV curve exhibits an s-shape with a very low fill
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factor. This phenomenon has been modeled using sentaurus device [121]. The authors found
that this effect is related to the intrinsic layer thickness, doping, and band gap. Figure 9.4
demonstrates the effect of these parameters on the IV curve. It is estimated that this device
Figure 9.4: The simulated effects of the buffer layer thickness (a), doping (b), and bandgap
(c) on the IV curve of IBC-SHJ devices. Taken from [121].
architecture could yield devices with efficiencies around 26%.
Low lifetime thin film IBC’s have also been explored through device simulation using
Sentuarus Device by Nichiporuk et al. [28]. This optmization study was carried out for n
and p type 50 µm thick substrates with 200 and 300 µm diffusion lengths. The effect of
SRV, substrate doping and emitter doping on device performance was investigated. They
found that high performance comes for low substrate doping, high emitter doping and low
SRV’s. The optimized efficiency was simulated to be 20%.
This review has covered the major IBC type-cell designs and relevant device modeling
associated with these structures. In the next sections a device optimization for a screen
printing compatible IBC cells is developed and a design path to push cell efficiency towards
the Shockley-Queisser limit that could surpass the 25% efficient world-record PERL cell
[122] is proposed. These simulations show how the PV industry increase cell efficiency to
lower the cost of photovoltaic created electricity through implementation of next generation
solar cells.
9.2 Introduction
Low-cost high-efficiency solar cells are the key to grid parity. Among various high-efficiency
cell structures, the interdigitated back contact (IBC) solar cell has produced the highest cell
efficiencies on large area substrates ( 24.2 %) [123]. Also Fraunhofer ISE has demonstrated
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a small area bi-facial IBC cell with 22.1% and 18.6% front and rear illumination efficiencies
respectively [124]. While the IBC cell structure lends itself to high efficiency devices, it also
usually requires complex processing steps such as masking, patterning or photolithography.
Screen printed IBC devices have reached efficiencies above 19% but still required the use
of photolithography for masking diffusions [125]. The recent development of implantation
[126], screen printable inks [53] and laser chemical processing [127] in high efficiency solar
cells could pave the way for a low-cost screen printed IBC device with no masking steps.
The advent of these technologies has created the possibility of low cost manufacturable
IBC devices and the need for a device optimization for a screen printable device design.
The objective of this paper is to find the design space where high-efficiency screen printed
devices can be manufactured.
9.3 Simulations
For this work the finite element analysis software Sentaurus Device (formerly DESSIS) was
used. Because of the periodicity of the IBC structure it can be simulated with the unit
cell shown in figure 9.5. To ensure the accuracy of this work we used Fermi-Dirac statistics
Figure 9.5: Modeled unit cell
and the following models: Auger recombination, Shockley Reid Hall recombination, Phillips
mobility model and the Schenck band gap narrowing model. The fixed cell parameters are
shown in table 9.1.
We chose the width of the back surface field to be 300 µm (150µm half width) and the
gap to be 75µm to ensure the simulation’s compatibility with screen printing technology.
The width of the emitter was chosen to give a large emitter to pitch ratio of 77.5%, which
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Table 9.1: Modeled Cell Parameters
Substrate Thickness (µm) 200
Pitch (µm) 1000
p+ emitter half width (µm) 775
n+ BSF half width (µm) 150
Gap (µm) 75
BSF contact half width (µm) 60
Emitter contact half width (µm) 150
Substrate Doping (P) (Ω-cm) 2
Bulk lifetime (µs) 1500
FSF profile varied
FSRV (cm/s) determined by
profile
BSF profile varied
SRV on BSF (cm/s) determined by
profile
Emitter profile varied
SRV on Emitter (cm/s) determined by
profile
SRV on Gap (cm/s) determined by
substrate doping
SRV on Contacts (cm/s) 1.56x107
allows the device to perform better even in the lower lifetime material[128]. In the final
section of this paper the pitch and emitter structure will be optimized for a screen printable
device as well. For these simulations we varied the surface recombination velocity with the












In the above relation N1,N2,γ1 and γ2 are fitting parameters. This equation was used to fit a
variety surface recombination velocities for different doping levels with different passivation
schemes and surfaces by Altermatt et. al [35]. For this work we chose to use parameters





The first profile we optimized for the IBC device design was the n+ front surface field. The
gaussian profile was varied over a range of depths and doping levels that can be seen in
table 9.2 and results of the simulations can be seen in figure 9.6. Simulations with low peak
doping density front surface fields (< 4.2x1019) had the best efficiencies due to lower auger
recombination and low surface recombination. Therefore, for the rest of the simulations we
chose 3.47x1018/cm3 as the peak FSF doping and 0.4 µm as the FSF profile depth.
Table 9.2: Profiles Simulated
Nd(#/cm







Figure 9.6: cell efficiency for different FSF profiles
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Figure 9.7: cell efficiency for different emitter profiles
9.4.2 Emitter Profile
Next the p+ emitter profile was varied over the same range as shown in table 9.2. For
this work we chose not to use a selective emitter over the contact to simulate a more
manufacturable device. Because of this it must have a sufficient doping level to allow for
good contact as well as shield the carriers from the high recombination contact region.Figure
9.7 demonstrates that contrary to the FSF, higher doping levels in the emitter give the best
results for this structure. Efficiency shows a strong dependency on the doping level for
this structure with over a 6 % absolute efficiency drop from very high doping levels to
very low doping. Therefore we chose an optimum emitter doping of 5.0x1020/cm3 with a
junction depth of 0.6 µm, which makes it essentially opaque or insensitive to the surface
recombination velocity. Shallower and lightly doped emitters are adversely affected by
high screen printed contact recombination: Notice that the heavily doped opaque emitter
relaxes the requirement for high quality passivation of the doped surface making it more
manufacturable.
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Figure 9.8: cell efficiency for the optimized diffusions for a screen printed IBC as a function
of pitch, gap and bulk resistivity
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9.4.3 BSF Profile
The results of the simulations demonstrating the effect that the BSF doping profile has on
efficiency can be seen in figure 9.9. The BSF profile has similar restraints as the emitter
in that it must also have a high enough doping level to be contactable and shield carriers
from a wide contact area. The efficiency shows the same trend as it did for the emitter
although it is not as sensitive to the BSF peak doping as it was to the emitter. We see the
simulated efficiency increases with BSF peak doping and depth. For a BSF peak doping of
5.0x1020/cm3 these simulations predict an efficiency over 22%.
Figure 9.9: cell efficiency for different BSF profiles
9.5 Pitch, Gap Width and Bulk Resistivity
Simulations were performed to optimize a screen printing compatible IBC design using the
optimized front surface field, rear surface field and emitter discussed already. To optimize
the cell design; the pitch, gap width and bulk resistivity were varied (see table 9.3) while
keeping all other parameters constant. Figure 9.8 shows efficiency versus gap width for
different pitches, gap widths and base resistivity’s. The results show that achieving over
22% is possible for a 500 µm pitch and a 10 Ω-cm resistivity material and a 50 µm gap. It is
interesting to note that the best performing devices within each pitch group are of different
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resistivity’s. For a short 500 µm pitch a high resistivity material performs best due do
to the higher current seen in high resistivity materials. However, at this pitch efficiency
shows a strong dependence on the gap size because a small change in gap size is a large
change in the gap to pitch ratio which is an important parameter for these types of cells
[128]. For Larger pitches the high resistivity material begins to perform worse due to fill
factor losses from the resistance of the bulk. A pitch of 2000 µm gives the best simulated
efficiency of 21.4% for a 1 Ω-cm base resistivity, at this pitch the fill factor varies strongly
with base resistivity from over 78 % for 1 Ω-cm to below 70% for 10 Ω-cm. It should be
noted that as the pitch increases the dependence of efficiency on the gap is reduced, this
could be important for manufacturing actual devices if fabrication is limited by ability of
screen printing technology to keep a small gap between the n+ and p+ regions of the cell.
We predict efficiencies of 20.8% for devices with a 2000 µm pitch and a 200 µm gap which
should be compatible with current technologies.
Table 9.3: Values of varied parameters
Gap (µm) 50-200
Pitch(µm) 500-2000
Base Resistivity (Ω-cm) 1-10
9.6 Conclusion
Simulations were performed with the aim of optimizing design for low cost manufacturable
IBC solar cells. Our simulations show potential for up to 22% efficiencies,this was done
while keeping a large fraction of the rear side of the cell poorly passivated. We found
that very heavy doping levels in the emitter and BSF lead to the highest performance for
this structure. It was shown the the best efficiencies (over 22%) are on high resistivity
material with a small contact pitch and to relax the need for a small gap a low resistivity
base still gives 20.8% with a large gap of 200 µm. The device dimensions used in these
simulations should be compatible with screen printing technologies available today and the
doping levels are well above what is required for a good contact. The IBC device structure
has the potential to produce high efficiencies on devices with screen printed metallization.
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CHAPTER X
DEVELOPMENT OF A STRATEGY TO APPROACH THE
SCHOCKLEY-QUEISSER LIMIT THROUGH NUMERICAL
SIMULATIONS
10.1 The Shockley-Queisser Limit
In their 1961 seminal work Shockley and Queisser introduced the so called detailed balance
limit to solar cell efficiency [129], this limit is often called the Shockley-Queisser limit. The
detailed balance approach is easy to understand and does not delve into device specifics,
it calculates the maximum theoretical efficiency in a manner similar to the way the second
law of thermodynamics limits the theoretical efficiency of a steam power plant. In their
work they calculate the number of photons (assuming AM0 spectrum) incident on a solar
cell made of a semiconductor with bandgap EG at room temperature. They assume that
every photon with energy greater than EG is absorbed and creates a single electron-hole pair
and that at thermal equilibrium every electron-hole pair that is created must recombine to
balance that generation. The only recombination mechanism they account for is radiative
recombination. They found that for EG of 1.09 eV (very close to Si’s EG of 1.12 eV) that
this recombination amounts to 0.27 fA/cm2. This recombination current is actually the
upper bound of the J0 for the device and limits the open circuit voltage to about 0.845 V
[130]. Shockley and Queisser found that the detailed balance limit efficiency for a single
junction solar cell is 30%. In 1984 Tiedje et al. revisited the Shockley-Queisser limit for
Si using the AM1.5G spectrum that is found at the earth’s surface and found that the
limit efficiency improves to 32.9%, however with the inclusion of Auger recombination the
limit efficiency goes back down to 29.8% [131]. This limit is still considered the theoretical
maximum for Si solar cells, however it has been shown that a one-sun efficiency of 43.6% is
possible for semiconductors that exhibit avalanche generation (multiple electron hole pairs
generated for photons with energy much larger than EG) [132].
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10.2 Using recent PV technologies to approach the Shockley-Queisser
limit
As previously discussed, the IBC concept is very advantageous for high efficiency device
design due to it’s lack of shading and minimal series resistance. Additionally, the size of
the diffused regions and therefore the auger recombination of these devices can be mini-
mized. In order for a solar cell to approach the Schockley-Queisser limit all recombination
mechanisms must be minimized, these include recombination through traps, auger, surface
recombination at Si/dielectric interfaces and recombination at Si/contact interfaces. Radia-
tive recombination is also present in C-Si but it is a small fraction of the total recombination
in most devices because of silicon’s indirect band gap. Recombination through traps can
be minimized by using high lifetime n type substrate. And the PCSC design is uniquely
suited to minimize auger recombination because the diffused regions where auger recom-
bination dominates are limited to small points on the rear side. Surface recombination at
the Si/dielectric interfaces and Si/contact interfaces are what remain as a major barrier to
approaching the Schockley-Queisser limit. In this section an optimization of the IBC device
structure will be presented to address these remaining two challenges by including Al2O3
surface passivation and passivated contacts. This optimization will include the cell thick-
ness, base resistivity, the effect of passivating the emitter contact, the effect of passivating
the BSF contact, the effect of an induced junction by Al2O3 surface passivation to enlarge
the emitter fraction and additionally the effect of an induced floating junction for front
surface passivation. The simulation results show that through the implementation of this
device design a new world record can be achieved. Further, it is shown that if lambertian
light scattering can be achieved an efficiency greater than 27% can be achieved. In figure
10.1 the cell parameters which are varied are highlighted on an IBC diagram.
Recently the negatively charged dielectric Al2O3 has been shown to passivate both p
and n type substrates by field effect passivation [46]. This passivation has been shown
to be superior to passivation by amorphous Si and by thermal SiO2 and has been shown
to give a J0e on p
+ diffused surfaces on below 10 fA/cm2. Another innovation to reduce








Rear passivation by Al2O3
Front passivation by Al2O3
Lambertian light trapping
Figure 10.1: Schematic of an IBC showing the device regions optimized in this study.
be achieved by the use of heterojunctions, for example the Sanyo HIT cell [133], or by the use
of a thin passivating dielectric which can passivate the surface but is thin enough to tunnel
through [134]. The goal of all the approaches to the passivated contact is to either only allow
minority carriers in the base to pass into the emitter, a so-called passivated emitter, or to
only allow the majority carriers in the emitter or BSF to pass into the contact. Reflecting the
majority carriers reduces the recombination because all recombination mechanisms depend
on the np product. There are several ways to achieve a passivated contact or passivated
emitter, some band diagrams showing different ways to achieve a passivated contact or
emitter are shown in figure 10.2. The first method shown on the left is a passivated emitter
Figure 10.2: Three concepts for a passivated contact(left)doped poly-Si on top of a lowly
doped substrate with a thin oxide in between (center) the HIT concept, amorphous-Si
junction with a thin intrinsic layer at the interface (right) diffused p++ emitter with a thin
interfacial oxide between emitter and contact.
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achieved by growing a very thin dielectric between the n base substrate and p++ doped
poly-Si. The middle diagram shows the heterojunction with intrisic thin layer concept,
this features a p+ doped a-Si emitter which has a wider band gap than C-Si. The wider
bandgap creates a large potential barrier for base majority carriers to flow into the emitter.
The thin intrinsic layer is grown at the interface to reduce surface recombination at the
C-Si/a-Si interface. The diagram on the right shows a passivated contact on a p++ emitter,
this is achieved by growing a thin dielectric on in between the emitter and the contact.
This dielectric must be thin enough to allow tunneling of the emitter majority carriers into
the metal contact. For the purposes of this work, the passivated concept simulated is most
similar to the far right figure. The contacts in the simulation are ”passivated” by assigning
an SRV the Si/contact interface.
In the chapter the properties of passivated contacts and surface passivation by Al2O3
are demonstrated seperately, then an optimization of an IBC device is carried using these
parameters and it is shown that this device is capable of world record efficiencies.
10.3 Quantifying the benefit of passivated contacts through numerical
simulation
In this work the effect of the passivated contact will be taken into account by adjusting
the SRV at the Si/contact interface. These results will give insight into the SRV required
to achieve extremely low J0 for the diffused regions. The effect of the SRV on J0 can be
found through numerical simulation in the following way. J0 can be defined as the majority
carrier saturation current flowing from the emitter to the base [135]. For example, for an











where x′e is the edge of the depletion region on the emitter side, n0 and p0 are the equilibrium
electron and hole concentrations, finally n, p and Jp are electron and hole concentrations and
hole current respectively at a given bias. Therefore values of J0e can be obtained through
numerical simulation for a given diffusion profile and SRV value.
The simulation domain is a simple n+ p junction (or p+ n to explore boron diffused
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Figure 10.3: Effect of SRV and peak doping level on J0e for 0.5 (left) and 1.0 (right) micron
gaussian phosphorus diffusions
regions) with a very small contact on the n+ emitter and a contact on the base side. The
device is simulated under equilibrium to find the junction edge location and the equilibrium
electron and hole concentrations. After this the device is simulated under a forward bias of
0.77 V. The electron and hole concentrations as well as the hole current are probed at the
junction edge again and a J0 value is calculated. Using this method, contour plots of J0e
versus peak doping and SRV for 0.5 and 1 micron phosphorus and boron doped emitters.
Figures 10.3 and 10.4 are the contour plots of the phosphorus and boron emitters. For both
n+ and p+ diffused regions an SRV of less than 1000 cmm/s is required to obtain low J0e
below 5 fA/cm2 which should be a goal for approaching the theoretical limit. For both
phosphorus and boron diffused surfaces the one micron deep junction gives a higher J0e for
a given doping level and SRV compared the the 0.5 micron deep junction. Lower doped
diffusion achiever lower J0e’s because of less Auger recombination, however, in practice a
compromise must be struck between good contact properties and minimized recombination.
10.4 Quantifying the benefit of aluminum oxide surface passivation
through numerical simulation
The effectiveness of field effect passivation by the high negative charge in aluminum oxide
was investigated by numerically obtaining J0e for a undiffused n-type surface passivated
by a dielectric with a surface charge density of 1x1013/cm3 and an SRV of 20 cm/s. The
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Figure 10.4: Effect of SRV and peak doping level on J0e for 0.5 (left) and 1.0 (right)micron
gaussian boron diffusions
simulations reveal an induced junction with an exponential profile with a shallow junction
depth of 0.13 microns and a sheet resistance of 1459 Ω/. The induced hole density and
band bending provided by the high negative charge in the dielectric is shown in figure 10.5.
The upward band bending at the surface rejects electrons and minimizes recombination.
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Figure 10.5: Hole density and band bending induced by high negative charge in Al2O3.
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10.5 Exploring the practical limit of silicon solar cells
In this section the IBC device architecture will be optimized for maximum performance
without passivated contacts and without Al2O3 surface passivation. The benefit of passi-
vated contacts and induced junction by Al2O3 will be quantified and the practical limit on
solar cell efficiency is found to be 27.15% using these new PV technologies. The physical
models used in these simulations are identical to those described in chapter 3. The unit cell
simulated and mesh generated for these simulations is shown in figure 10.6 and the param-
eters for device simulation are shown in table 10.1. In figure 10.6, the device is shown from
the rear side of the device. The mesh on the emitter and BSF regions is smaller because
of the higher current and carrier densities. Additionally, the mesh near the front and rear
surfaces is very fine in the direction parallel to the surface to accurately account for the
induced charge when a charged dielectric is used in the simulations.
Figure 10.6: Bottom view of unit cell and mesh used in simulations, blue indicates boron
doping and red indicates phosphorus doping. Left half of figure from [116].
For simulations which include Al2O3 rear side passivation the induced junction is adja-
cent to the n+ BSF which raises concerns over possible shunts between the BSF and the
induced emitter. In the simulation results no evidence of shunting was found. To under-
stand the lack of shunt behavior, the simulation results were explored in the region near
the edge of the BSF (seen in figure 10.7). It was found that a depletion region separates
the n+ and p+ regions preventing the shunt.
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Table 10.1: Initial Modeled Cell Parameters
Thickness (µm) 180
Unit Cell Width (µm) 100
Bulk Lifetime (µs) 2000
Emitter Contact Width(µm) 20
BSF Contact Width(µm) 10









Contact Depletion Region Contour
Figure 10.7: (left) Unit cell simulated showing 2d slice taken to explore shunt behavior
(right) zoomed in view of highlighted portion of the unit cell showing the depletion region
between the n+ and p+ regions .
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10.5.1 Cell Thickness and Resistivity
The first device parameters explored in this study are the device thickness and resistivity. As
expected, as the device thickness increases the Jsc increases due to the increased absorption.
The Voc decreases with increasing thickness because the total amount of recombination in
the base, J0b, increases with increasing thickness. High resistivity substrates showed a trend
of decreasing fill factor with increasing thickness while lower resistivity devices fill factors
were less sensitive to the device thickness. This trend is typical of rear junction devices where
carriers must diffuse through the bulk to be collected at the rear. The maximum efficiency
achievable turns out to be independent of the substrate resistivity, higher resistivity devices
have higher Jsc but lower FF compared to lower resistivity devices, in the end the effects
offset each other, which is convenient from a manufacturing point of view because the
process is robust to substrates with different doping levels. Based on these results, further
device optimization will be performed on 140 µm thick devices with 1x1014 P atoms/cm3

























































Figure 10.8: Effect of device thickness and base resistivity on cell parameters.
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10.5.2 Passivated Emitter Contact
In section 10.3 the effect of the SRV on the J0 for B diffused regions. Here this is extended
to show the benefit of a passivated B emitter contact on device performance for a broad
range of peak doping levels and SRV values. The doping profiles used in these simulations
were gaussian in shape and 1 µm deep. The results of these simulations will give a guideline
of the contact passivation levels required to improve efficiency. The SRV values are varied
from near perfect passivation (10 cm/s) up the SRV values common to metal/Si interfaces
(1x107 cm/s). The results of the simulations are shown in figure 10.9. The results show that
more lightly doped emitters are more sensitive to the SRV of the contact. This is because
for higher doping levels Auger recombination is dominant over surface recombination, so
more highly doped surfaces are less sensitive to the contact SRV. The results show that
a contact SRV of 1000 cm/s should be the target for development in practice because a
further reduction in SRV has virtually no benefit. Alone, the addition of a passivated
emitter contact boosts the device efficiency from 22.4% to 22.8%. For further optimization
the passivated emitter contact parameters will be set to an SRV of 1000 cm/s and a peak
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Figure 10.9: Effect of SRV of emitter contact.
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10.5.3 Passivated BSF Contact
Using the optimized device thickness, substrate doping and emitter passivation, the next
device aspect optimized is the properties of the P doped BSF contact. The BSF doping
profiles and contact SRV’s were varied identically to the method used to change the emitter
profiles in section 10.5.2. The results of the optimization study can be seen in figure 10.10.
The Jscis independent of the BSF doping and the Voc is sensitive to the SRV especially
for low doping, similar to the results for the emitter contact. However, it is interesting to
note that for low SRV values a more highly doped BSF provides a superior FF to a lowly
doped BSF. To understand this effect, contour plots of the hole density for simulations with
high and low BSF doping with an BSF contact SRV of 10 cm/s near the maximum power
point are shown in figure 10.11. When the BSF contact has a low SRV and low doping
then both surface recombination and Auger recombination are minimized which improves
the Voc however as you can it creates a large carrier density gradient around the contacts
which has been shown to result in lower terminal voltages and high average carrier densities
[136]. These higher carrier densities are the reason for higher SRH recombination which has
a quadratic dependence on carrier density. Similar to the passivated emitter contact, we
find that a peak doping around 2.2x1019/cm3 with an S of 1000 cm/s is all that is required
for best results. With an optimized emitter and BSF contact we find that an efficiency of
23% is achievable.
10.5.4 Front and Rear surface passivation by Al2O3
The benefits of surface passivation by the highly negatively charged dielectric Al2O3 are
discussed in section 10.4, here the application of this dielectric for front and rear surface
passivation of the optimized IBC structure is reviewed. The improvements on device per-
formance by front and rear passivation are taken into account separately and are quantified
in table 10.5.4. The addition of Al2O3 for rear surface passivation comes from the induced
emitter on the back side, the addition of the induced emitter increases the emitter fraction
from 1% to 99% which has been shown to be an important parameter for IBC cells [128].
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Figure 10.10: Effect of SRV of BSF contact.
Surface Charge (rear, front) Voc(mV) Jsc(mA/cm
2) F.F. (%) Efficiency (%)
0,0 724.7 41.32 76.98 23.05
-1x1013 ,0 730.6 41.95 78.75 24.14
0,-1x1013 731.5 41.73 79.13 24.16




Figure 10.11: A) Figure showing the 3D unit cell and the region from which a 2D slice is
taken. B,C and D are contour plots of the hole density within the device for simulations
with low BSF doping, low BSF SRV (B) low BSF doping, high BSF SRV (C) and high BSF
doping, low BSF SRV (D).
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The Jsc is improved by shortening the distance carriers must travel to be collected and
thereby reducing the chance of recombination in the bulk. The FF gain is because car-
riers can travel through a lower resistance path in the induced emitter compared to the
bulk. This effect is shown in figure 10.12, where the hole current path is traced from the
surface of the device to the emitter contact for simulations with and without Al2O3 pas-
sivation. Additionally, a small Voc gain is acheived through the field effect passivation, a
A) B)
Figure 10.12: Streamlines showing hole current path from the front of the device for A) no
induced rear emitter and B) with induced rear emitter.
larger enhancement would be seen if the interface SRV were higher than 10 cm/s.
The addition of the Al2O3 passivation of the front surface also introduces similar gains
in Jsc, Voc and FF. The combination of front and rear passivation by Al2O3 is a dramatic
increase over just a well passivated surface with no charge. The end result is an efficiency
increase in cell efficiency of over 1.5% absolute to 25.62%.
10.5.5 Lambertian light trapping
Lambertian scattering is achieved when the intensity of light scattered off of a surface is
isotropic. Lambertian scattering is considered to be an ideal case for the back surface
reflector of a solar cell. In a 1982 seminal work yablanovitch et al. showed that for a solar
cell with a lambertian rear reflector that maximum path length for a photon of a given
wavelength to travel within a solar cell of thickness d is 4n2d [137], where n is the index of
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refraction of the solar cell at that wavelength. Although it has recently been shown that
there are techniques to surpass the Yablonovitch limit [138], for the purposes of this study
it will be taken as an upper bound to the amount of current that can be absorbed. To
explore the upper limits of solar cell efficiency simulations were carried on the optimized
device design discussed previously. The absorbed current at each wavelength was scaled
to the yablonovitch limit and the device thickness was reoptimized for this regime. The
results of these simulations are shown in figure 10.13. The trends in the cell parameters
are as expected, Jsc increases with device thickness because of increased pathlength, while
FF and Voc decrease with increasing device thickness due to increased resistance and bulk
recombination respectively. The net result is an optimum thickness of 100 µm where an
efficiency of 27.15% is possible.
10.5.6 Roadmap
In conclusion, implementation and further development of existing photovoltaic technologies
can lead toward record device efficiency using the design shown in this thesis. A roadmap
showing the efficiency enhancements for implementation of these technologies is shown in
figure 10.14. Currently here at Georgia Tech we can fabricate solar cells of around 20.5%
with our ”Delta Star” architecture. The improvements from here come through; switching
to a point contact cell (∼2%), the addition of passivated contacts (∼0.5%) and the intro-
duction of front and rear passivation by Al2O3 (∼1.5%). These improvements would yield
a cell with world record efficiency of 25.62%, readers should note that device models and
parameters have been chosen to be realistic and achievable. Further improvements for an
ideal case from there come through perfect light trapping (27.15%) and elimination of series
resistance (27.47%). This work shows the path towards record efficiency through achievable

























































Figure 10.13: Effect of cell thickness of optimized device with Lambertian light trapping.
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CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This chapter highlights the scientific contributions made through the course of the research.
These contributions are first highlighted here and then discussed more in depth in the
following paragraphs. Following this summary is suggestions for future work. The first
contribution made in this thesis involves the demonstration through 2D modeling of the
advantage of selective emitter solar cells over homogeneous emitter solar cells. This modeling
was made possible through the application of a Schottky barrier contact resistance model to
screen printed Ag contacts whose contact mechanism is still not completely understood. It
is shown, however, that despite the variety of contact mechanisms, the collective sum of all
the parts can be described using a Schotty barrier model. Secondly, a process to implement
selective emitter technology using a UV laser was developed. UV laser doping is found to
create highly doped layers compatible with low ohmic contacts when P-glass formed as a
byproduct of POCl3 diffusion is used as the dopant source. However, the selectively UV
laser doped regions have lower spectral response when compared to the field region due
to heavy doping effects which leads to a lower Jsc. This problem is solved through the
introduction of a novel new device design with a segmented selective emitter. UV laser
doped solar cells with the segmented selective emitter cell design exhibit cell efficiency
greater than 19%. In addition, this process is also shown to be compatible with an emitter
etch-back process without the need of a masking step. This etch-back process also yields
device efficiencies of 19%. Looking now towards future trends in photovoltaics, 3D numerical
modeling is performed to show the practical limit of solar cells is 27% if passivated contacts
and superior surface passivation is achieved along with improved light trapping. Finally,
design guidelines are developed through 2D device modeling for a screen printed IBC cells
which is shown to be capable of efficiencies greater than 22%.
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11.1 Accurate modeling of screen printed contacts and the benefit of
selective emitter solar cells
A model for doping dependent contact resistance for screen printed silicon solar cells is
required for accurate device modeling. This is a challenge because, unlike evaporated con-
tacts, carrier transport mechanisms through screen printed contacts are not well defined
or understood. This deficiency has limited the accuracy of device optimization attempts
because contact resistance severely limits device performance in the low doping regime.
In this thesis it is shown for the first time that despite the complex nature and variety
of transport mechanisms of silver screen printed pastes, the behavior can be described as
Schottky-like with an effective barrier height dictated by paste constituents and firing con-
ditions. A combination of theoretical modeling and experimental data was used to extract
barrier heights associated with different screen printed pastes. It was found that most screen
printed pastes have an effective barrier heigh between 2 and 3 eV. This model was applied
to show the benefit of a selective emitter over a homogeneous emitter for various effective
barrier heights. The modeling predicts greater than 0.4% efficiency benefit for selective
emitter solar cells compared to a homogeneous emitter solar cells with Al BSF.
11.2 Investigation and optimization of ultraviolet laser doping on Si
After establishing the efficiency entitlement of screen printed selective emitter solar cells, UV
laser doping for the formation of selective emitters in crystalline silicon solar cells is explored.
Most studies in the past have focused on laser doping with a green laser (λ=532nm) but
few studies using UV laser doping in C-Si solar exist. Various doping sources are explored
for laser doping including spin on B and P dopants as well as P-glass formed afer POCl3
diffusion as a source. It is shown that UV laser doping with spin on dopants is not well
suited for creating heavily doped regions, however, it is found that UV laser doping is quite
effective at creating heavily doped regions with minimal surface damage using P-glass as the
dopant source when the low laser pulse powers are used (> 100 khz, < 100 µJ/pulse). The
resulting doped layers provided an order of magnitude improvement in contact resistance
when compared to screen printed contacts on high sheet resistance emitters (> 100 Ω/),
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enabling the fabrication of high efficiency selective emitter cells in this research.
11.3 Application of UV laser doping in crystalline Si solar cells
It is shown that for the first time that a selective emitter by UV laser irradiation is capable
of increasing device efficiencies above 19%. The UV laser doping process is optimized
and roughly 30 µJ/pulse is found to be the optimum power to create a highly doped
selective emitter without damaging the substrate. The UV laser doped selective emitter cells
show improvement in Voc and FF compared to reference cells without a selective emitter.
However, it was found that the high doping and defects created in the laser doped region
lowered the Jsc compared to the reference. The low Jsc problem is solved in this research
through the creation of a novel cell design, the segmented selective emitter solar cell. In
this device design, the continuous selective emitter region is replaced by segments of high
and low doped regions to reduce the heavy doping effects. The result of this development is
an industry ready solar cell which has a demonstrated cell efficiency achieving above 19%.
Additionally, UV laser doping with a segmented selective emitter is applied with an emitter
etchback technology. In this process the highly doped surface region of the cell is etched
away which is shown to reduce the J0e of the emitter. The etchback process is demonstrated
to be compatable with UV laser doped selective emitters without the need of a masking
step. This process is also shown to give 19% efficiency.
11.4 2D and 3D modeling of back contact solar cells to determine the
practical efficiency limit and optimize a screen printed IBC cell
The world’s best Si solar cell is 25% today but the theoretical efficiency limit established by
Schockley and Queisser is 29.3%. In this thesis an attempt is made to provide a roadmap
to a 27% efficienct cell through modeling and design of a point contact solar cell. A prac-
tically achievable path towards a world record solar cell has been developed in this thesis.
Extensive device modeling in this work has shown that through implementation and fur-
ther development of passivated contacts and surface passivation by aluminum oxide cell
efficiency’s greater than 25.5% are achievable. Further, the addition of improved light trap-
ping can push the cell efficiency above 27%. Additionally, a back contacted device for which
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design guidelines are given in this thesis is an IBC with screen printed contacts. These sim-
ulations incorporated doping profiles and dimensions which are fully contactable and able
to be aligned with current screen printing technology. These two groups of simulations
represent a low cost manufacturable path to greater than 22% efficient screen printed IBC
cell as well as guidelines to achieve world record laboratory cell efficiencies of 27% through
the implemenation of Al2O3 and passivated contacts using an IBC device design.
11.5 Suggested future work
Future work related to this thesis involves further development of passivated contacts for n
and p type surfaces and well as light trapping techniques, so that the predicted maximum
practical efficiency around 27% can be achieved. One promising technology for improved
light trapping is black silicon, which has very good antireflection properties without an
antireflection coating, however surface passivation is a challenge in this case. More work
especially needs to be done in the development of passivated contacts for B diffused surfaces.
For P diffused surface passivated contacts have been demonstrated however, this technology
is still in it’s infancy and needs further deveopment. The development of passivated contacts
enables cell Voc’s above 700 mV. For smaller incremental gains in cell efficiency the UV laser
doping process should be adopted to a cell structure with a passivated rear as opposed to








Figure 11.1: Selective emitter solar cell with (left) and without (right) a passivated rear
for improved passivation and relfectance.
cells have a much higher Voc compared to Al BSF solar cells as well as an improved Jsc due
to the improved reflectance of the Si/SiNx interface compared to the Si/Al paste interface.
The development of this process will require the development of a method for a single sided
POCl3 diffusion, which has so far proven difficult but should be possible. The development
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of this cell structure should push cell efficiency near 21%. Finally the screen printed IBC
device designed in this thesis should be fabricated, the simplest approach for the would
be through using patterned implantation as a means for creating the alternating P and B




INPUT FILES FOR SENTAURUS WORKBENCH FOR SOLAR CELL
SIMULATION






(display "...defining commonly used parameters...")(newline)
;;material properties
(define cellWidth @width@) ;microns
(define cellDepth @siThick@) ;microns
(define sinThick @sinThick@) ;microns
;;doping properties
(define substrateDoping @subDoping@) ;/cm^3
(define pDopingPeak @emitterDop@) ; #/cm^3
(define junctionDepth @emitterDep@) ;microns
(define bsfDoping @bsfDop@) ; #/cm^3
(define bsfThick @bsfDep@) ;microns
;;contact properies
(define frontContactHalfWidth @contWidth@) ;microns
;;refinement properties
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(define opticalDepth @optDepth@) ;microns




(position 0.0 0.0 0.0)




(position frontContactHalfWidth 0.0 0.0)
(position cellWidth (- sinThick) 0)
"Si3N4" "R.Nitride")






(position 0 0 0)















(position 0 0 0)
























(position 0 cellDepth 0)













(sdegeo:insert-vertex (position frontContactHalfWidth 0 0.0))
(sdegeo:define-contact-set "nContact" 4 (color:rgb 1 0 0 ))
(sdegeo:define-contact-set "pContact" 4 (color:rgb 0 0 1))
(sdegeo:define-2d-contact (find-edge-id
(position (/ frontContactHalfWidth 2) 0 0)) "nContact" )
(sdegeo:define-2d-contact (find-edge-id
(position (/ cellWidth 2) cellDepth 0)) "pContact" )
(sde:refresh)
;;;;;;;;;;;Add optical generation here;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
(display "...adding optical generation...")(newline)
(sdedr:define-refinement-window "Win.opticalGen" "Line"
(position frontContactHalfWidth 0 0)

















;;;;;;;;;;;Add mesh refinements here;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
(display "...adding refinements...")(newline)
;;;;global refinenment;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
(sdedr:define-refinement-size "Ref.global" 30 10 0 10 5 0)
(sdedr:define-refinement-window "Win.global" "Rectangle"
(position 0 0 0)






(sdedr:define-refinement-size "Ref.contact" .5 .1 0 1 .01 0)
(sdedr:define-refinement-window "Win.contact" "Rectangle"
(position (- frontContactHalfWidth 3) 0 0)








(position 0 0 0)
(position cellWidth opticalDepth 0) )







(position 0 cellDepth 0)
(position cellWidth (- cellDepth (+ bsfThick 3)) 0)
)








(sde:save-model (string-append "n" "@node@" "_msh"))
(display "...building mesh...")(newline)
(sdeio:save-dfise-bnd "all" (string-append "n" "@node@" "_msh.bnd") )
(display "...building mesh...")(newline)
(sde:build-mesh "snmesh" "-discontinuousData -F tdr"
(string-append "n" "@node@" "_msh"))
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The following is the sentaurus device code to choose models and methods for solving
the coupled Poisson and electron and hole continuity equations














{ Name="nContact" Voltage=0.0 DistResist=SchottkyResist }
{ Name="pContact" Voltage=0.0 }
}
Physics {





















eDensity hDensity eCurrent hCurrent
Potential SpaceCharge ElectricField




















coupled { poisson electron hole }
Quasistationary( InitialStep=0.1 MaxStep=0.08 Minstep=1e-6
DoZero
Goal{name="pContact" voltage=0.45} )
{ coupled { poisson electron hole } }
Quasistationary( InitialStep=0.03 MaxStep=0.03 Minstep=1e-6
Goal{name="pContact" voltage=0.75} )




This is a parameter file which includes the models used in the simulations and their
parameters
Electrode = "nContact" {
SchottkyResistance {
Rinf = 2.4000e-09 , 5.2000e-09 # [Ohm*cm^2]
PhiB = 1.80 , 0.51 # [eV]
mt = 0.19 , 0.16 # [1]
}
}
Material = "Silicon" {
Epsilon
{ * Ratio of the permittivities of material and vacuum
* epsilon() = epsilon
epsilon = 11.9 # [1] modified from 11.7 to 11.9 to match with PC1D by Kim
}
Bandgap {











{ * mu_const = mumax (T/T0)^(-Exponent)
mumax = 1.4170e+03 ,4.7050e+02 # [cm^2/(Vs)] default is 1.4170e+03 ,4.7050e+02
Exponent = 2.5 ,2.2 # [1] [cm^2/(Vs)] default is 2.5 ,2.2
}
Scharfetter {
* tau = taumin + ( taumax - taumin ) / ( 1 + ( N/Nref )^gamma)
* tau(T) = tau * ( (T/300)^Talpha ) (TempDep)
* tau(T) = tau * exp( Tcoeff * ((T/300)-1) ) (ExpTempDep)
taumin = 0,0 # [s]
taumax = 500e-6 ,5000e-6 # [s]
Nref = 1.0000e+16 ,1.0000e+16 # [cm^(-3)]
gamma = 1 ,1 # [1] changed to 1 from 1.739 jr
Talpha = -1.5 ,-1.5 # [1]
Tcoeff = 2.55 ,2.55 # [1]
Etrap = 0.0000e+00 # [eV]
}
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##from Aletermatt models for numerical device simulations of crystall....
Auger {
* R_Auger = ( C_n n + C_p p ) ( n p - ni_eff^2)
* with C_n,p = (A + B (T/T0) + C (T/T0)^2) (1 + H exp(-{n,p}/N0))
A = 2.8e-31 ,7.91e-32 # [cm^6/s]
B = 0,-1.239e-32 # [cm^6/s]
C = 0 ,3.231e-32 # [cm^6/s]
H = 8 ,8 # [1]
N0 = 2.5e+17 ,2.5e+17 # [cm^(-3)]
}
}
MaterialInterface = "Silicon/Si3N4" {
SurfaceRecombination {
S0 =1000,1000 * [cm/s]





The following tool is for the inspect tool, this code is used to extract the solar cell Jsc,




cv_createDS J {data pContact OuterVoltage} {data nContact TotalCurrent} y
cv_create V {data pContact OuterVoltage} {data pContact OuterVoltage} y
#--- Calculate P(V)------------------------------------------------------
cv_createWithFormula P "<V>*<J>" A A
cv_display P y
#--- Calculate Pmax(V),Jsc,Voc,FF and Eff--------------------------------
set MaxPP [cv_compute "vecmax(<P>)/1000" A A A A ]
set Jsc [cv_compute "vecvaly(<J>,0)" A A A A ]
set Voc [expr [cv_compute "veczero(<J>)" A A A A]]
set FF [expr $MaxPP*100000/($Jsc*$Voc)]
set Eff [expr $FF*$Jsc*$Voc/100 ]
puts [format "%s %s %.4f %s" Voc = $Voc V]
puts [format "%s %s %.1f %s" Jsc = $Jsc mA/cm^2]
puts [format "%s %s %.1f %s" FF = $FF %]
puts [format "%s %s %.1f %s" Eff = $Eff %]
puts "Saving J(V) and P(V)"
cv_write plt n@node|sdevice@_iv.plt "J P"
puts "finished"
ft_scalar JSC [format %.2f $Jsc]
ft_scalar VOC [format %.4f $Voc]
ft_scalar FF [format %.2f $FF]
ft_scalar EFF [format %.2f $Eff]
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APPENDIX B
DEVELOPMENT OF LOW-COST PLATED CONTACT SOLAR
CELLS USING A SCREEN PRINTED DIELECTRIC ETCHING
PASTE
B.1 Introduction
The aim of this work is to develop a low cost high efficiency solar cell fabrication process that
utilizes plated Ni/Ag front side metallization without the aid of photolithography. Plated
contacts have several advantages over screen printed contacts. Screen printed contacts can
exhibit high contact resistance because the current must flow through Ag crystallites formed
during firing then tunnel through an insulating glass layer to reach the metal finger bulk
[139].With plated contacts the current transfer is through a Ni silicide layer directly to the
metal finger bulk. Even though Ni silicide forms a Schottky contact with n-type silicon with
a barrier height of 0.66 eV [140], it is still suitable for a low resistance contact as long as
the emitter doping is above 1019/cm3 [141] so that the barrier is thin enough for electrons
to easily tunnel through. Another advantage of plated contacts is that the finger bulk has
a lower resistivity than screen printed contacts because it is a more pure Ag deposit, thus
less Ag is required. Because of these advantages, several high efficiency devices have been
fabricated using plated contacts. For example, UNSWs PERL cell achieved a world record
efficiency for a crystalline silicon solar cell of 24.7% using an evaporated seed layer and
plating [142], [102]. E.J. Lee et al. Have demonstrated PERC cell efficiencies of 20.2 %
using plated Ni/Cu front contacts [143]. Plated Ni/Cu contacts have also been used to
acheive 18.1% on large area multicrystalline substrates using a single sided buried contact
design [144]. Our fabrication process utilizes a screen printed dielectric etching paste (Merck
SolarEtch) that is used to selectively remove the Silicon Nitride antireflection coating for
the fingers and busbars instead of photolithography. This dielectric layer patterning method
involves fewer steps than photolithography and utilizes tools that can be found in industry
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today.All of the metallization steps are self-aligned. Using this process we have achieved
efficiencies greater than 18 % and fill factors in excess of 0.79 on a 1.3 Ω-cm p type substrate
on an emitter with low surface concentration.
B.2 Experiment
For this work 1.3 Ω-cm, p type float zone wafers were employed. The waferswere textured in
a heated potassium hydroxide and isopropyl alcohol solution to produce random pyramids
on the surface to reduce the surface reflectance. After texturing the waferswere cleaned by
an RCA process.The waferswere diffused in a tube furnace, using phosphorus oxychloride
(POCl3) as the phosphorus source. Because Ni is a fast diffuser in silicon [145], the doping
profile is critical to cell performance. If the emitter is too shallow the cell will be shunted
by Ni, but if the emitter has a high doping concentration then the open circuit voltage and
short circuit current of the cell will be poor because of Auger recombination. The emitter
designed for plated contact solar cells (PCSC) has a low surface concentration and a deep
junction. Figure B.1 demonstrates the difference in a standard 45 Ω/ profile spreading
resistance profile and the PCSC emitter profile.
Figure B.1: Plated cell emitter profile vs standard type emitter.
To examine the potential electrical characteristics of such a doping profile, photocon-
ductance of high resistivityn type wafers with the same diffusion shown above was measured
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using QSSPCD (figure B.2). The results show that the emitter engineered for this cell has a
low emitter saturation current, J0e, of 40 femptoamps/cm
2 at an injection level of 1 x 1015
carriers/cm3 . For a short circuit current of 38 mA/cm2 at 300 K, the upper bound for the
open circuit voltage is found to be 717 mV using the relation below and assuming that the










Following P diffusion, 750 Åof PECVD SiNx was deposited on the wafer as an antireflection
Figure B.2: Quasi-steady-state photoconductance decay curve and J0e fit .
(AR) coating and front passivation later after diffusion. Following AR coating, windows
for the front contacts were etched out of the nitride layer using Merck SolarEtch BES in
a simple three step process.First, the etching paste is screen printed. Next, the wafer is
immediately placed on a hot plate at 340 oC for ninety seconds. Finally, the etching paste
residue is removed in a 0.1% KOH solution at 40 oC in an ultrasonic bath for 90 seconds.
A commercial aluminum paste was screen printed on the wafer and fired in a belt furnace
for form a back surface field and rear contact simultaneously. Front side cell metallization
was realized through electroless Ni plating and light induced Ag plating. The plated Ni
layer was annealed at 400o C in a tube furnace to form a silicide layer before Ag plating.
The final step in the fabrication procedure was to isolate the 4 cm2 cells on the wafer with
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a dicing saw. To compare how plated contacts and screen printed contacts perform on this
type of emitter, screen print contacted solar cells were made on wafers that were processed
the same way up to Si3N4 deposition. A flow chart of the fabrication procedure is shown
in figure B.3.
Figure B.3: Cell fabrication process for plated and screen printed cells in this work.
B.3 Solar Cell Performance
B.3.1 Cell Data
The cell results measured at Georgia Tech for our 4 cm2 cells are shown in table B.1.
Efficiencies of 18.4 and 17.9 % have been achieved using plated contacts and screen printed
contacts respectively.The low resistivity Ni silicide contact and the low finger resistance due
to the pure metal front side contacts give the best plated cell on the wafer a low series
resistance of 0.4 Ω-cm2. The series resistance was consistently low across all the cells on
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the wafer, showing that this technology could be scalable. The screen printed cells did not
perform as well as the plated cells because their series resistance is twice as high on average.
The higher series resistance is the cause of the lower fill factors seen in the screen printed
cells.
Table B.1: IV parameters of identically processed cells with screen printed vs plated met-
allization
Voc(mV) Jsc(mA/cm




Best 633 36.5 79.8 18.4 1.1 0.4 2556
Average 629 35.8 78.5 17.6 1.2 0.6 84058
Screen Printed Wafer
Best 640 36.5 76.9 17.9 1.2 0.9 82980
Average 634 36.2 75.5 17.3 1.1 1.2 345848
The reflectance and spectral response were measured on the best plated and screen
printed cells to determine their internal quantum efficiency(IQE). The reflectance and IQE
curves are shown in figure B.4. The plated cells lower reflectance is because the silicon
nitride was brought closer to the optimal thickness when it was treated in hydrofluoric acid
to prepare the surface for Ni plating.
Figure B.4: Reflectance and normalized internal quantum efficiency of the highest efficiency
screen printed solar cells compared with plated contact solar cells.
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B.3.2 Contact
The contact resistance was measured using the TLM method. This method allows the
contact resistance (Rc) and emitter sheet resistance (Rsh) to be determined simultaneously.
The transmission line consists of a set of metal contacts in a line, each contact pad has the
same width and the pads are set apart at increasing length intervals.The resistance between
each contact pad is measured (RT ) and then Rc and Rsh can be extrapolated the following
relation [146].
RT = Rsh ∗ d/w + 2Rc (B.2)
Where d is the spacing between the pads and w is the width of the contact pads. The
measured contact e stance from the TLM pattern of a plated cell and a screen printed cell
are shown in figure B.5. The measured specific contact resistivity, ρc, for the plated and
Figure B.5: Comparison of contact resistance measurements made from TLM pads made
on screen printed vs plated contacts.
screen printed TLM pads are 120 and 2300 µΩ-cm2 respectively.A contact resistivity of
below 1000 µΩ-cm2 is required for sufficiently low power loss at one sun applications [147].
Our results show that plated contacts are more suitable for lightly doped emitters than
screen printed contacts.
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Figure B.6 show scanning electron microscope images taken from a finished plated con-
tact solar cell ,PCSC, that has been cleaved so that a cross section bay be examined.
Figure B.6: SEM images of fingers on a finished plated cell
Figure B.6 5 confirms the existence of a non-uniform silicide layer between the plated
metal layers and the emitter. The non-uniformity of the silicide layer could be due to the
short anneal time that is used to avoid shunting the junction. Despite the non-homogeneous
nature of the silicide, low resistance contacts have been formed as shown in figure 5. This
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could be due to very good contact at the local silicide points or it could be due in part to
current traveling through silicon directly into Ni. We have shown in previous work that it
is possible to contact silicon with plated Ni/Ag contacts with no Ni anneal [147], however
the adhesion was poor and the contacts were not stable over long periods of time without
the anneal. Figure 5 demonstrates that finger widths as low as 60 microns can be achieved
using this fabrication method and that silicon nitride is a suitable mask for electroless Ni
plating. Secondary ion mass spectroscopy 10 minute tube anneal at 400 o C is roughly 0.3
µm which is far less than the junction depth of about 1.8 µm.
Figure B.7: SIMS profile for Ni on a Si wafer that has been through a tube anneal.
B.4 Conclusion
We have demonstrated high solar cell efficiencies using a screen printed dielectric etching
paste to form vias in silicon nitride so that it maybe used as a mask for electroless Ni and
light induced Ag plating. With better surface passivation to obtain higher open circuit
voltages efficiencies in excess of 19% are possible. Our metallization process allows for
good ohmic contact (ρc of 120 µΩ-cm
2) to emitters with low surface doping concentration
192
compared with screen printed contacts. Future work will be focused on fabricating solar
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